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About Our Cover ...

Our cover comes from a section of The Great
Wall of Los Angeles, a mural painted on the side of
a flood-control channel located in Tujunga Canyon.
This third of a mile long mural was painted by a
team of youths on parole from the juvenile justice
program under the direction of Judy Baca of the
Social and Public Art Resource Center. It chronicles the highlights of Los Angeles history while
stressing the contributions of the city's various ethnic groups. This section titled "Luisa Moreno" focuses on the Mexicana cannery workers of Los
Angeles and their unionization in the 1930s, which
is the topic of our article by Vicki L. Ruiz.
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From the Editor's Desk

s readers will note, this summer 1986 issue
of THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN focuses on
a single theme. Readers have been enthusiastic about thematic issues in the past and, as the
Newsletter of the Holt -Atherton Center recently indicated , a policy on thematic issues has been under
consideration . Accordingly, the editor announces
that it is the intention of THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN to publish one thematic issue per year, providing that suitable material can be commissioned
or submitted. The theme in volume 29 was of
course the well-received John Muir double issue of
summer/fall , 1985 . For this current summer issue,
volume 30, western labor history is the thematic
focus .
The particular theme of this issue is well worth
noting. While western history once had the image
of focusing exclusively on exploration, fur trappers, frontier conditions, and cowboys and Indians , it is clear that western history is certainly not
contained within or confined to those topics. Indeed, western history is as rich and all-inclusive as
any history anywhere since it considers a wide variety of cultural , economic, social, political, and
environmental phenomena . In fact, we as readers,
writers a nd editors are limited only by our imaginations , for the history of the west is unlimited .
We have learned that sometimes corrections require correction . So the famous Thoreau quotation
from the John Muir issue alluded to in this column
in the winter 1985 issue is actually: " In the Wildness is the preservation of the world."
Apologies to Thoreau; hopefully the matter can
now be laid to rest.

A
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This famous poster, drawn by Ralph Chaplin during his term in prison , became the primary
logo of the IWW defense effort. It is signed "Bingo," a pen name used by Chaplin during
that period.
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Reflections on Ralph Chaplin, the Wobblies, and
Organizing in the Save the World Business
Then and Now

John R. Salter, Jr.

L

OWER PACIFIC AVENUE, that interesting

combination of grime and lights that comprised the Skid Road of Tacoma, Washington, was full of Gis, workingstiffs, and drifters on
an early spring night in 1955 . A mainstay of the
setting, the Milwaukee Tavern, was doing its usual
bumper business; and, while the juke box played,
over and over, "The River of No Return," I, barely
twenty-one, drank beer and visited with my barside neighbor, a considerably older man, a teacher
from the nearby College of Puget Sound. We were
talking about the Wobbly movement, the Industrial
Workers of the World, whose heyday had been in
the 191 Os and 1920s. Former members of the IWW
were plentiful, along with some active ones (including myself) in the Pacific Northwest. I asked
the professor if he had heard of Ralph Chaplin, a
current Tacoma resident who, a long time before,
had been an IWW artist, poet, songwriter, editor,
and one of the movement's most prominent leaders.
The professor thought for several moments.
Then, with dawning realization accompanied by
that ultimate stamp of academic approval, he exclaimed , "Yes! Yes, indeed! He wrote a book,
didn't he?"

Chaplin's book was Wobbly: The Rough and
Tumble Story of an American Radical. Published
several years earlier (1948) by the University of
Chicago Press, the book had come to my attention
in a stimulating little IWW hall on Seattle's Skid
Road where I received an extremely important
component of my catechism in democratic radicalism. Old-timers talked with an eager kid for
hours on end about the great labor struggles of the
past and, joined by somewhat younger people who
came in after work, provided sharp analyses of the
contemporary situation. Coffee pots perked, cribbage games went on, and the walls were lined with
hundreds of books and several pictures of long-ago
martyrs. "He was a good man, Chaplin," I was
told. "Still is, I guess, but he left us 'way backbefore the Second War. Back in the late 30s."
I never had a chance to meet Ralph Chaplin, but
not long after the conversation in the Milwaukee, I
secured for myself and carefully read a copy of
Wobbly. By now, already off on my own aspiringly
activist River of No Return, I found Chaplin's
lengthy work an extremely good book; and, more
than that, as in the case of the memoir of his better
known friend, Bill Haywood's Book: The Autobiog-

John R. Salter, Jr., is an associate professor of American Indian Studies at the University of North
Dakota, Grand Forks. A half-blood Wabanaki Indian from Flagstaff, Arizona, he has been involved for over twenty-five years in various labor, civil rights, and American Indian causes
throughout the country. Most recently, in May of this year, he addressed the Pacific Northwest
Labor History Association and the Tacoma, Washington, branch of the AFL-CIO.
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raphy of William D. Haywood (1929) , a cl assic in
the universal fight for social justice and an effort
by an honest and stubborn American westerner to
keep his values intact.

By the time I was in the Pacific Northwest, a
half-Indian kid from Northern Arizona, where
memories of the IWW, pro and con, were still vivid ,
the Wobbly fires had been thinned by the years and
countless vicissitudes . Among other events, there
had been attacks by federal and state authorities
and vigilantes during World War I and the postwar
Red Scare, assaults by the communists , and the
inclusion of the IWW on the United States Attorney
General's "subversive list" in 1948 . But the movement's basic ideas remained sharp and clear: a
uniquely frontier American variety of syndicalism
- the primacy of democratic revolutionary unions
in effecting systematic change and administering
the new cooperative society. Call ing for One Big
Union of free workers , the non-violent transition
from capitalism and bureaucracy to Industrial Democracy, and for the whole world itself, it could
still grip a heart and mind in the 50s , stir a soul ,
and is not without considerable appeal today. Ralph
Chaplin was inspired and molded by the IWW in
its greatest years and , in turn , helped shape it. He
went his own way in time - but remained, again
in his own way until his death in 1961 , committed
to the tenets of the Wobbly vision and its accompanying precept: keep fighting .
A wide range of latter day Americans have dealt
in a generally positive fashion with the historical
IWW. Novelists and folklorists were among the
first to do so. Scholars who came of age in the
1960s have accurately perceived the IWW as a once
great , once influential, and thoroughly indigenous
movement. Despite the intransigent anti-communism of the Wobblies, the Communist Party (some
of whose leaders were IWWs in the early days before the Bolshevik Revolution) has sought to place
itself in the Wobbly tradition of rebel America , as
have other radical groups . A number of old-time
Wobbly personages, especially Big Bill Haywood
who left the IWW in 1921 for a lone! y and often
criticized exile in the Soviet Union where he died
in 1928, are rightly well treated these days by
historians .
But Ralph Chaplin's reputation had evolved unevenly. Although his departure from the IWW in
the late 1930s upset and angered some Wobblies,
Chaplin was viewed with general respect from that
quarter. Many years later, in 1984, Fred Thompson, a quite capable historian in his own right and
6
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one of the last of the IWW old-timers , reiterated
his long standing perception of Chaplin: "He had
an extremely complex mind, was a very complicated person. He seemed to be always searching. I
respected Ralph , though I often disagreed with
him ." Thompson said , with his usual and commendable lack of any rancor, "You do have to make
allowances for poets. " 1
Others , dealing with the IWW in history, are not
so kind to Chaplin . In his massive study of the
movement, We Shall Be All, Me lvyn Dubofsky
curtly dismisses Ch aplin as someone " who later
found salvation in Christianity and anti-communism, a not uncommon Cold War phenomenon. ""
Even Joseph Conlin, whose analyses of the IWW
and Bill Haywood 's career are the best in this era,
views Chaplin as having " swung to the extreme
right of the political spectrum ," but readily concedes that Wobbly "is quite unbiased in its account
of Haywood and the IWW during the 1910s. "'
Those with an essentially communist perspective
are certainly critical. Philip Foner, who mentions
Chaplin only twice in his extensive and detailed
treatment of the Wobbl ies to around 1917, sums
him up with brevity: " .. . impri soned in 1918,
sentenced to a 20 years ' term in Leavenworth under
the Espionage Act. He emerged from prison a disillusioned man, regretting his earlier militant activities. This is reflected in his autobi ography,
Wobbly . . . . " 4 Len De Caux , a former Wobbly
who joined the communist movement and was active in the CIO in the 30s and 40s , is ca ustic:
"Chaplin developed an emotionally obsessive case
of anti-communi s m . It drove him further and
further to the Right , until he died in 1961 remote
from , and antagonistic to , the cause he once
served ... . " 5
In my view, the sharp critics of Chaplin are dead
wrong . And that feeling is reinforced by, among
other things , a recent reread ing of Wobbly. The
communists aside - Chaplin was indeed their angry critic - the much more even-handed hi storians
should be gently reminded that , in addition to their
mistaken right-wing categorization of Chaplin , the
Kansas-born and partially Kansas-raised Chaplin
was , in the last analysis , a westerner: " .. . where
the country opens out instead of in. " To understand
the IWW and Chaplin, one has to know and understand the West. The push for libertarian and
economic well-being is universal but, in the American context, the West has been the strongest and
most consistent advocate of the ideal of good and
adequate food for all and also plenty of room in
which to catch the sun.

T:

HIS PATTERN is suggested as early as
824, when the devoutly Catholic, knifefighting, half-blood Mohawk fur hunter
from up-state New York, John Gray (Ignace Hatchiorauquasha), rallied other Iroquois trappers in
their successful labor disputes with frightened fur
entrepreneur Alexander Ross in the Columbia and
Snake river country- and repeated such behavior
in striking Peter Skene Ogden's camp in Utah a
year later in their successful opposition to an exploitative pricing system and quasi-indentured servitude. In the 1880s the rise of hard-rock miners'
unionism in western camps produced, a few years
later, the full scale emergence of the industrial and
increasingly radical Western Federation of Miners.
They were industrial unionists, stressing the organization into one union of all workers in the same
industry- unskilled as well as skilled - in contrast with the skilled, craft focus of the trade
unions. The WFM's pitched battles against the
eastern-owned corporations in such arenas as the
Coeur d'Alene, Cripple Creek, and Telluride eventually from British Columbia to Mexico , the
Black Hills to California - may well constitute
the most hard fought labor struggles in history. Out
of this setting came such militant union partisans
as Bill Haywood, Vincent St. John, Father Thomas
Hagerty, the half-Cherokee Frank Little and, at
Chicago in 1905 , the formation of the WFM-sponsored Industrial Workers of the World, termed by
convening chairman Haywood the "Continental
Congress of the Working Class ."
The result was, as Chaplin put it succinctly in
the opening of Wobbly, the "wild crusade for economic justice. " 6 In fact, with its frontier-based,
increasingly syndicalist non-political and direct actionist creed, the IWW was the first really American revolutionary movement since the 1770s, and
one which owed very little if anything to European
theorists:
The working class and the employing class
have nothing in common. There can be no
peace so long as hunger and want are found
among millions of working people and the
few, who make up the employing class,
have all the good things of life. Between
these two classes a struggle must go on until
the workers of the world organ ize as a class,
take possession of the earth and the machinery of production , and abolish the
wage system . .. . By organizing industrially we are forming the structure of the new
society within the shell of the old .7

The IWW, with which Chaplin was to affiliate in
1913, spread out after I905 all over the West, seeking higher wages , shorter hours, and better working
conditions. Always, glittering "just over the mountain yonder," was the vision of the classless, nonbureaucratic Industrial Democracy- for all workers, skilled and unskilled, male or female , regardless of race or ethnicity. There were sit-down
strikes, slow-down strikes, and just pain strikes;
there were free speech fights and massive jail-ins;
there were martyrs. "We came out of the West,"
said Bill Haywood, 8 and the "wild crusade"
pushed East. But, despite significant eastern struggles such as in the textile industry at Lawrence ,
Massachusetts, in 1912 and Paterson, New Jersey,
in 1913, it was always essentially a western movement: farmworker organizational drives in the
191 Os, massive copper and lumber strikes in 1917,
and innumerable others . And most of its martyrs
exemplified this western emphasis: Richard Ford
and Herman Suhr (California, 1913); Joe Hill
(Utah, 1915); Everett Massacre victims (Washington State, 1916). The increasingly effective militancy of the Wobblies, which had long frightened
the craft-oriented American Federation of Labor
and conservative Socialists, coupled with its opposition to World War I, led to widespread corporation-initiated and government-backed violence
and repression.
In the summer of 1917, Frank Little was lynched
in Butte, Montana, by mining company thugs, and
twelve hundred striking miners were deported from
Bisbee, Arizona, into the desert . The federal government, using the Espionage Act (making antiwar utterances a crime) convicted over one hundred
and fifty IWW leaders in 1918-1919: Chaplin and
Haywood were among those who drew long prison
terms . When the Bolshevik Revolution occurred,
the IWW was initially sympathetic, and the Red
Scare saw more repression: Wesley Everest was
lynched at Centralia, Washington, in 1919; and
most western states passed and enforced "criminal
syndicalism" statutes - in effect making membership in the IWW, and often simple possession
of its literature, a felony crime.
By 1920, the IWW was increasingly critical of
the authoritarian and elitist character of the Soviet
Union and, in 1921, formally rejected affiliation
with the international communist movement- incurring many years of communist criticism and
attack . From the mid- 1920s, the "wild crusade"
was in decline, and although it initiated and participated in some significant struggles for many years
to come - almost a! ways in the West - the Depression produced the Congress of Industrial Organizations rather than a substantive IWW revival.
VOWME XXX NUMBER I
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"FRANK LITTLE: Taken in Bulle only a day or two before he was lynched and while he
was busy with his last effort to orf?cmize metal miners" (Chaplin's note on photo) .
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Ralph Chaplin's affiliation with the IWW in
1913 began an association that lasted until 1936.
Born in rural Cloud County, Kansas , in 1887, of
old American pioneer stock, Chaplin's upbringing
occurred in that state and in Southside Chicago
where he witnessed and always remembered the
1894 clashes between Pullman strikers and their
opponents: federal troops , U. S . marshals , Pinkertons, and others. Although his family moved
back and forth, Chaplin came to his late teens in
Chicago , interested in art as a career and in writing
poetry. Working in the West as a migrant - the
Plains, Pacific Northwest, California- he penned
"The West Is Dead " about the time the IWW was
born:
What path is left for you to tread
When hunger-wolves are sl inking nearDo you not know the West is dead?
The "blanket-stiff" now packs his bed
Along the trails of yesteFyearWhat path is left for you to tread?
Your fathers , golden sunsets led
To virgin prairies wide and clear Do you not know the West is dead?
Now dismal cities rise instead
And freedom is not there nor hereWhat path is left for you to tread?
Your father's world , for which they bled,
Is fenced and settled far and nearDo you not know the West is dead?
Your fathers gained a crust of bread
Their bones bleach on the lost frontier;
What path is left for you to tread Do you not know the West is dead?'
HE IWW WAS HEADQUARTERED at
Chicago. In 1907, Chaplin and his wife Edth met Bill Haywood at the office of the
International Socialist Review. Haywood had been
recently acquitted with Moyer and Pettibone in the
infamous labor frameup effort after the murder of
the governor of Idaho. It was an important juncture
for Chaplin and the beginning of a life-long friendship. "He told me ," Chaplin wrote, "about the
growth and expectations of the I. W. W. and denounced the 'yellow' elements in the Socialist
party and Socialist labor party. We talked about
many things - the copper mines , the harvest
fields , and rebel 'One Big Union' songs. Bill
smoked nervously, one cigarette after another. A
wide-brimmed black Stetson shaded his one good
eye . . .. "10

Chaplin considered himself a socialist as did
Haywood , although neither fit the mold of a
"proper" political-actionist and, in 19 I 2, conservative socialists engineered Haywood's departure
from the Socialist Party. In 1913, Chaplin was a
Chicago commercial artist but also a radical who
had visited revolutionary Indian Mexico and who
had reported for the International Socialist Review
and other radical labor publications on prolonged
and bloody labor struggles such as the Kanawha
County, West Virginia, strike by socialist coal miners. And in that year, 1913 , he formally joined the
IWW at Chicago. " ... the I.W.W. direct-action
program looked good to me. Here for the first time
I encountered the Cause for which I had hitherto
been blindly groping. Its objectives and strategy
were crystal clear. They tallied with my own experience at every point. Clean-cut revolutionary
industrial unionism , based on the international sol idarity of labor, emerged in refreshing contrast to
the dubious devices of political action and craft
unionism ." 11
Wobbly organizing momentum was picking up
significantly. Chaplin, although still a working artist and a poet on his own time , became a close
associate of Bill Haywood, who had just been
elected to the organization's major office, Secretary-Treasurer. By now a surging movement in
every sense, the IWW was a singing one as well ;
in 1915, Chaplin , inspired by his earlier West Virginia strike observations and by contemporary
hunger demonstrations in Chicago, wrote his most
famous song: the internationally known "Solidarity Forever" - sung to the tune of the "Battle
Hymn of the Republic " or, as the Wobblies preferred to indicate , " John Brown's Body " :
When the union 's inspiration
through the workers' blood shall run ,
There can be no power greater anywhere beneath
the sun.
Yet what force on earth is weaker than the feeble
strength of one?
But the union makes us strong.
Solidarity forever 1
Solidarity forever 1
Solidarity forever 1
For the union makes us strong .
It is we who plowed the prairies;
built the cities where they trade;
Dug the mines and built the workshops;
endless miles of railway laid.
Now we stand outcast and starving ,
'mid the wonders we have made;
But the union makes us strong.
VOWME XXX NUMBER I
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Ralph and £di1h Chaplin. 1906. during /heir firs/ year of marriage.
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In our hands is placed a power
greater than their hoarded gold;
Greater than the might of armies.
magnified a thousand-fold.
We can bring to birth a new world
from the ashes of the old.
For the union makes us strong."

E

f\RLY IN 1917, with the United States on
the brink of entrance into the World War,
and with the IWW becoming increasingly
well established and successful, Chaplin , whose
family now included a son, Ivan (Vonnie), took his
first paid job- his "pie-card " - with the IWW.
He became editor of one of its key newspapers:
Solidarity. Within weeks of his taking the position,
the nation entered the war, and the IWW - and
other radical groups - experienced vigilante violence and government prosecution. In the late summer of 1918, after a five month federal trial in
Chicago during which jury deliberations took less
than an hour, ninety-three Wobbly leaders , Chaplin
and Haywood among them , were convicted under
the Espionage Act of interfering with the war effort. Sentencing occurred on Chaplin's thirty-first
birthday. "I am proud to have climbed high enough
for the lightning to strike me," 13 he told Judge Kenesaw Mountain Landis who sentenced him, as he
did Haywood and some others, to the heaviest
terms: twenty years in Leavenworth.
A herculean defense effort by the IWW, and its
allies such as Roger Baldwin of the incipient American Civil Liberties Union, saw some of the key
leaders out on bond in 1919 while appeals proceeded through the court system. Chaplin traveled
across the country speaking for the defense endeavors. Haywood, also out, was courted in Chicago by the newly organized communists, one
faction of which had been formed by the flamboyant John Reed, a long-time IWW supporter and
author of the classic eye-witness account of the Bolshevik Revolution , Ten Days That Shook the World.
The issue of communism was creating some cracks
in IWW solidarity but most Wobblies, including
Chaplin, were against affiliation .
Haywood, however, disagreed with this position
and Chaplin wrote that his friend insisted, "The
Russian revolution is the greatest event in our lives .
. .. It represents all that we have been dreaming
of and fighting for all our lives. It is the dawn of
freedom and industrial democracy. If we can't trust
Lenin, we can't trust anybody. . . . " Chaplin
added, "That is how Haywood looked at it. But not
the G.E.B. [General Executive Board] or the

I.W.W . rank and file. To them the communists
were 'just another bunch of politicians.'" 14
Chaplin reported on the trial of the Centralia,
Washington, Wobblies who had been charged with
murder for defending their union hall from an Armistice Day, 1919, attack by American Legionnaires. This incident led to the vigilante castration
and lynching of local IWW leader, Wesley Everest,
a much decorated war veteran. The Centralia defendants were convicted in an atmosphere of hysteria but Chaplin's reportage and especially his
eighty page, detailed, and much disseminated
work, The Centralia Conspiracy, helped set in motion their eventual release many years later. A
poem of his, "Wesley Everest , " originally published in the New York Call, a socialist journal, was
contained in the defense pamphlet:
Torn and defiant as a wind-lashed reed ,
Wounded , he faced you as he stood at bay;
You dared not lynch him in the light of day,
But on your dungeon stones you let him bleed ;
Night came . . . and you black vigilants of Greed ,
Like human wolves. seized hard upon you r prey,
Tortured and killed . .. and , si lent. slunk away
Without one qualm of horror at the deed.
"

The Federal Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the
basic convictions of the IWW defendants under the
Espionage Act and the appeals then went to the
Supreme Court. A weary Haywood, and several
others, jumped bond and fled to the Soviet Union
in 1921. Although invited, Chaplin refused. The
promise by the communists to repay the bail money
forfeited by Haywood and his companions was
never kept, and Chaplin and most Wobblies, already critical of the communists, became much
more so. When the highest court refused to hear
the Wobbly cases, Chaplin and the others in the
United States went back to Leavenworth. Imprisoned by the "liberal" Democrats, their sentences
were commuted in 1923 by the "conservative" Republicans. By this time Chaplin had spent more
than four years behind bars.
His hair had whitened in prison . Haywood and
some other close friends were gone. The hardpressed IWW had become embroiled in destructive
factional ism (the "decentralizers" who were
mostly in the Far West versus the "centralizers"),
the once-pervasive sense of solidarity was fragmenting, and the newly released Chaplin was, as
Roger Baldwin recalled years later, " ... a changed
man, no longer cheerful as he was in prison, but
sad, depressed, disconsolate. Edith told me that he
had cried for two days after getting home, alone in
his room." 16
VOWME XXX NUMBER I
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"These photographs [of Ralph Chaplin (left) and Bill Haywood (right)] were taken while
we were waiting to be arrested. We had lunch and dropped in for pictures on our way back
to /WW headquarters" (Chaplin's note on photo) .

Regaining his equilibrium, Chaplin continued
his social justice pursuits: he spoke at radical gatherings, wrote activist articles and poetry, and lent
his efforts to the Sacco and Yanzetti defense. With
other Wobblies he tried to work with the communists in the International Labor Defense but the
mutual acrimony became so pronounced that the
Wobblies withdrew from the ILD . While loyal to
his old friend, Chaplin was convinced that Hay12
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wood was souring on the Soviet Union, and he
himself was deeply troubled by the subordination
of Soviet trade unions to the increasingly authoritarian and all-encompassing state structure. He became a consistent critic of communism : "Facts
about the ruthlessness of the Bolshevik dictatorship
trickled across the Russian border. A wave of disillusionment and horror swept the ranks of radicals
heretofore sympathetic to the revolutionary cause.

Following the Kronstadt rebellion, it was our kind
of people who were being shoved around in Russia .
. . . A scattering of idealistic I. W. W. workmen
who had migrated to the ' Worker's Fatherland '
were returning to the U.S .A., carrying tales of
incredible cruelty and repression." 17
When Haywood died of a stroke in 1928 , Chaplin's reaction was caustic: " .. . one of the most
truly American labor leaders of all time! Bill Haywood - after many years of crusading for industrial freedom - died a lonely and disillusioned
exile in the world's first 'Socialist Republic'! That
is how I thought his epitaph should have read." 18
Walt Carmon, an editor of the pro-communist
New Masses, asked Chaplin early in 1929 to review
the just issued Bill Haywood's Book: The Autobiography of William D . Haywood, and he received an
eight page essay praising Haywood as "a man of
action . .. the bravest of them all .. . the coolest
in danger"; and, to some extent, praising the book:
"It has as many thrills as a Western movie and as
much wisdom as the Talmud. Its peak parts have
the sweep and power and reserve of authentic literature. " But the submitted review also made it
clear that, in Chaplin 's opinion, "Haywood despised bureaucracy almost as much as he despised
capitalism .... I know that Bill Haywood admired
both Lenin and Trotsky hugely. I know that for
years he followed events in Russia with breathless
interest. But the idea of Bill being a communist is
a joke. You will look in vain for signs of repentance
for 'syndicalist errors' in Bill's book . . .. His insti ncts were always and altogether anarchist." 19
Carmon, a communist, sought Chaplin 's permission to excise this heresy, but the New Masses
editor received a hostile refusal: "Sorry Walt,"
Chaplin wrote, "I haven't the least inclination to
rewrite my review according to the dictates of your,
or anyone's, party. You asked for my stuff and you
got it. .. . Of all the Wobblies I know there is none
save myself (excepting perhaps a couple of office
boys) who would have anything at all to· do with
that coterie of bureaucrats and adventurers known
as the Workers [Communist] Party. I tried to shoot
square with all of you , and especially as regards
labor defense. I guess my fellow workers in the
IWW have been right all the time and I wrong. At
all events I shan't contact any of you anymore at
any point. I'm not anti communist, but anti bureaucrat, and strong!" 2 ° Chaplin's review was
never published.
In 1932, during the Depression, Chaplin began
editing the IWW's major paper of the time, the
Industrial Worker, and hoped for an IWW revival.

" WESLEY EVEREST, Logger and Doughboy: This photo
{was/ taken a few months before he was lynched. while
defending Centralia. Wash ington, union hall from attack" (Chaplin's note on photo).

What came instead was the New Deal and a bigger
federal government, anathema to frontier syndicalism - and then , in 1935, the Wagner Act and
the CIO. As the Wobbly editor, Chaplin attacked
communisism and capitalism and the Roosevelt
politics. Critical of the CIO (and its John L.
Lewis) , which was certainly a far cry from both
the IWW's grassroots unionism and its democratic
radicalism, Chaplin plugged the Wobbly program
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"I slipped this one over on Warden Biddle. Sending out photographs in prison clothing is
strictly against the rules . It just happened that I was painting a background to be used for
once-a-year legitimate photos . Winter, and Sunday, uniform. My own sweater and jacket"
(Chaplin's note on photo).
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in editorial after editoriaL "I continued to hope that
the I. W. W. could be streamlined into a movement
that would be a challenge and an inspiration to the
rest of the labor movement. " 21
Besides editing the Industrial Worker, he also
spoke at various non-communist radical gatherings. At an IWW open-air unemployed meeting,
Chaplin was heckled by communists soon after he
began to speak; and they then attempted to drown
him out by singing his own "Solidarity Forever."
He wrote his famous pamphlet and call-to-arms,
The General Strike: " . .. saner than insurrection
and surer than political action. And beyond it after the storm - is a scientifically planned and
ordered world based on peace, plenty and security
for martyrized humanity." 22 In 1936, seeing the
IWW with no possibility of substantive revival,
Chaplin left as its editor.
In the summer of 1937, the Chaplins headed for
San Francisco. Recruited by young, non-communist radicals active in maritime unionism who had
followed his career with admiration, he became
editor of the lively Voice of the Federation (its masthead carrying the IWW slogan "An Injury To One
Is An Injury To All"). The papers represented a
brave but eventually unsuccessful effort by the
Maritime Federation of the Pacific Coast to develop and maintain solidarity among the unions
representing sailors, longshoremen, and other
maritime workers. Although ostensibly committed
to the federation, the regional CIO forces headed
by Harry Bridges , who was allied with the Communist Party, were maneuvering for job control on
the west coast. Vowing free expression of all labor
points of view in the newspaper, but with his loyalties clearly on the side of the federation which he
saw "putting up a valiant fight for democratic labor
unionism, " 23 Chaplin called for unity: "Now, more
than ever before, is the time for us to practice eternal vigilance and to use every atom of courage and
intelligence we possess to retain what we've got and to get as much more as possible. The American
Labor Movement cannot be destroyed - from
without. It is up to us to see to it that American
workers fulfill their historic mission of putting an
end to Industrial Autocracy. " 24
But with the bitter factionalism and with the
Bridges' forces increasingly powerful, Chaplin was
axed as Voice editor. In a parting, front-page editorial he warned: "The big job confronting the
American Labor Movement now is to smoke out
the communist union-wreckers and to build unions
stable enough and powerful enough to beat Fascism

to the punch. " 25 The Chaplins were in the Los Angeles area briefly, and then he traveled to the Pacific
Northwest , attempting to rally opposition against
Bridges who, at one point, broke the picket lines
of the striking Sailors ' Union of the Pacific. But
Chaplin was not comfortable associating with the
Teamsters' Union officials. In the final analysis, he
appears to have been too much of a single-minded
conscience for union bureaucrats generally, and he
was pushed out of his AFL alliance. He went back
to Chicago but, in 1941, returned with his wife to
the Northwest where he edited the Tacoma Labor
Advocate, official journal of that city 's AFL Central Labor Council and, at the same time , created
a vigorous, regional labor press service. His caustic, pithy editorials and his biting cartoons consistently pressed the cause of democratic unionism
and took shot after shot at corporate business, the
federal government, and communism.
His book, Wobbly, appearing in 1948 , main tained Chaplin's anti-communist position. Anticapitalist notes sounded, too, and a religiously
mystical quality as well. "What I have in mind,"
he concluded, "is a revitalized American ideology,
one that would enable the Sermon on the Mount
and the Bill of Rights to do more than hold their
own in competition with Das Kapital and the Communist Manifes to. It would make our America,
physically, ideologically, and morally, the most dynamic of nations. " 26 Roger Baldwin, Norman
Thomas of the Socialist Party, and the independent
radical muckraker Upton Sinclair were amo ng
those who publicly endorsed Wobbly.

EARS LATER, Chaplin, who had often
ndicated to friends that the publisher of
Wobbly, the University of Chicago Press,
had excised many passages from his manuscript,
would have more to write on the IWW, capitalism,
and communism, but it would finally appear in
print posthumously. Following the book's publication, one enthusiastic reader,_a Jesuit priest involved in spiritual retreats for workers , wrote
urging Chaplin to study Catholic teachings in
" your search for God, as well as for the true philosophy of social justice . . .. " 27 In 1949, following
extensive reflection and dialogue, Chaplin entered
the Catholic Church, a commitment which deepened following the untimely death of his son , Vonnie, in 1950. The Chaplins were also sustained in
this tragedy by old comrades-in-arms. Roger Baldwin wrote to Ralph and Edith Chaplin that Vonnie's
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death, essentially a suicide, was "a life sacrificed
to the failures of our civilization .... No, we are
no longer young and our hopes for a fairer world
rested on illusions - in our time anyhow - but
we can't break faith with ourselves . I know yours
and the courage which sustains you. " 28 Years later,
Baldwin commented to a mutual friend that Vonnie 's death "was a terrible blow to Ralph, and to
his mother of course. But Ralph took it as his
failure . " 29
In the mid-1950s, an old friend, former Wobbly
Ammon Hennacy, the self-styled "Catholic Anarchist, " who with former Wobbly Dorothy Day
was blazing the Catholic Worker trail, wrote to
Chaplin, commenting reassuringly that "In heaven
I expect there is a special place for the hangman
wi)o thinks he is serving God, and also for we [sic]
radicals. . . . " Hen nacy, who had just completed
another of his many trips to the Southwest, also
encouraged Chaplin to "know the radical Hopi
too." 3° Chaplin was already concerned and active
on behalf of American Indian rights . One of his last
pieces of work, the epic poem, Only the Drums
Remembered: A Memento to Leschi, commemorates the honorable and patriotic Nisqually chief
hanged as a scapegoat by the United States government in 1855 - following Native resistance to
United States troops and Washington territorial
volunteers:

With Leschi 's voice ancestral voices spoke,
Cursing the tyranny of smog and smoke,
Demanding still the right of free-born men
To hear their children's laughter once again To celebrate with drums and ritual dance
The freemen's right to take a fighting chance
And go down fighting it they have to die
Facing extinction larded with a lie.
Safeguarding freedom as we safeguard bread
Our graves we honor highly, Leschi saidNo tribe endures unmindful of its dead .. . .31

R

ALPH CHAPLIN DIED IN 1961, after
valuable work as curator of manuscripts for
the Washington State Historical Society to
which he donated his voluminous papers, including
almost two hundred and fifty poems. A few months
before his death, Chaplin wrote to a quite young
friend. Referring to his "Leschi opus" as "what
well might be a last will and testament , " he gave
some advice: " No moral victory can be achieved
by becoming a misfit as a matter of what passes for

principle. The world is full of self-righteous, wellintentioned individuals who might have been of
greater service to mankind by developing character, rather than in trying to become 'characters.'
There is no substitute I have found for simple service, freely given in a world that needs such things
as never before ." 3 2 There is no indication that he
died an embittered man or had lost any of the basic
optimism which had carried him through epochs
littered with destroyed and mangled dreams . His
death was marked by numerous memorials by fellow workers and friends around the nation. A
widely reprinted tribute in the Tacoma Labor Advocate by long-time unionist and friend Ott ilie
Markholt (still quite active in the 1980s), who had
helped bring Chaplin to the west coast in 1937 and
who had worked closely with him on many projects, called his life "an affirmation of the bond of
love among all men, a dedicated crusade for man's
right to fulfill that love in universal brotherhood. " 3 3
Seven years after his death, Ralph Chaplin's final
written pronouncements appeared in a long article in
the American West. They exemplified his life-long
commitment to the libertarian radicalism characterizing the IWW- food and freedom, too: "Those of
us who gave the best years of our lives in the service
of the singing, fighting IWW were enriched in the
giving. At all times- on the soapbox, on the picketline, and even in prison - we .were aware of being
part of something more important than our own unimportant selves, a Cause worth living for and, if
needs be, dying for. We didn't enjoy ourselves; we
enjoyed one another. We didn't envy the high and
mighty of our generation; we pitied them . . .. Even
on the sunset trail I fail to see where any advantage
has been gained for anyone alive today by substituting the tyranny of capitalistic exploiters with the even
more merciless tyranny of a new elite of non-functional commissars, bureaucrats, and egg-noggin' dogooders. We of the IWW made mistakes and paid
for them dearly, but were we so wrong, after all, in
contending with Thomas Jefferson that 'the government that governs best is the government that governs
least'? Or, with Patrick Henry, who, spurning the
principle of involuntary servitude, shouted out to a
similarly divided world: 'Give me liberty or give me
death'?" 34
When Ralph Chaplin's valedictory finally appeared, It was in the late afternoon of a decade remarkably similar in its high idealism and great
courage, substantial accomplishments, and cruel disappointments to those of the 1910s and 1930s. By
'
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that time, I myself had traveled a long trail from the
Milwaukee Bar at Tacoma and the old Seattle IWW
hall. In the grim and dismal 50s, I worked in militant
union organizational and human rights endeavors in
the Southwest. Throughout most of the 60s, I organized grassroots civil rights campaigns in bloody Mississippi and Klan-ridden eastern North Carolina and
in other Southern settings. 35 I saw important victories, but I also saw betrayals at the hands of politicians. And I saw, too, strange positions emerge in
some activist quarters: violence, cultism, totalitarianism, but I continued grassroots organizing in the
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Pacific Northwest, Chicago , Iowa, upstate New
York, the Navajo country in Arizona and New Mexico , and North Dakota. More than thirty years have
passed since I first read Wobbly and listened to the
old-timers. Through the blood-dimmed years, I have
now seen many movements and a great many issues.
The River of No Return goes on, as I intend to. I do
my own thinking . But Ralph Chaplin and the other
Wobblies have all certainly given me a sense of basic
direction and some mighty important trail markers
into and over the rough country - that through which
I've traveled and that which lies ahead .
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Dissatisfaction,
Mobility,
and Expectation:
San Francisco Workingmen in the 1870s
Neil Larry Shumsky

y 1877, San Francisco's working class had

B

become extremely dissatisfied. According to
Ira B. Cross, the dean of California labor historians, "the masses seemed ready, and only waiting an excuse, to let loose their discontent and
pillage the city." 1 Trouble actually began on July
23 when between five and ten thousand men gathered in front of City Hall. They had been called
together by the Workingmen's Party of the United
States to demonstrate on behalf of striking eastern
railroad workers. The WPUS was a socialist organization which had grown out of the Marxian
International Workingmen's Association and
would later merge into the Socialist Labor Party.
Its meeting adopted resolutions which expressed
sympathy for the strikers, attacked the evi ls of
watered stock, and opposed franchises and subsidies to private parties. Those in attendance also
criticized the encroachment of capital on the rights
of the people and demanded immediate government action to institute reforms. 2
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"Frank Roney's San Francisco," Labor History (Spring 1978).

Soon after the meeting ended, violence broke
out. A small group left the crowd and headed for
Chinatown. It demolished every laundry it passed
and burned two buildings. Altogether, it caused
damage estimated at about $10,000. Similar events
occurred the following night. The mob raided
wash-houses, set others on fire, and murdered at
least two Chinese. 3
On the third night, full-scale rioting erupted. The
events began with another meeting at City Hall and
another march on Chinatown. Then, about eight
o'clock, a major fire broke out near the waterfront.
Warehouses of shingles and boards burned fu riously, and the area turned into a sea of smoke and
flame. In the meantime, a throng of people gathered on Rincon Hill to watch the fire, and the police
decided to clear the area. They charged from three
sides, and someone began to shoot. The crowd fled,
and the authorities took control but by then six men
had been killed and many others wounded. Total
property damage for the night was about
$500,000. 4
Leading citizens responded hysterically and
formed the third vigilance committee in San Francisco's short history, the Committee of Public
Safety. Its purpose was "to sustain the constituted
authorities, undertaking no duty not immediately
connected with securing the safety of life and property." Within forty-eight hours, five thousand men
had been mustered into companies of one hundred.
They organized, drilled, and patrolled the city. On
the last night of rioting, the Committee had four
thousand men under arms and took an active role
in quelling the disorder. Donations of $58,000 supported its work. 5
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Peace was gradually restored to San Francisco,
and the Committee of Public Safety disbanded soon
after. But working-class dissatisfaction did not disappear. It simply manifested itself in a new institutional form, the Workingmen's Party of
California. However, the WPC differed substantially from the WPUS. In particular, it explicitly
disavowed that its members were "communists, socialists, or levelers in any sense of those terms. " 6
For the next several years, the WPC dominated
San Francisco politics and destroyed the existing
party system . 7 The movement, whose program has
been called Kearneyism and whose activities have
been dubbed the Sand Lot riots, reached the height
of its power in 1878. That year, Californians
elected delegates to a Constitutional Convention,

and the new party swept San Francisco . In the election, all thirty of its at-large candidates were chosen
to represent the city. In the aggregate, they received
just over half the votes cast, with ward percentages
ranging from twenty-seven to sixty-nine, and the
individual precincts from fourteen to eighty-three.
The precinct-by-precinct analysis clearly shows
that the heart of WPC strength was located in the
heavily working class region south of Market
Street. Of the nine precincts in the Seventh Ward,
eight gave the WPC more than sixty-five percent of
their votes. Of the ten precincts in the Ninth Ward,
five gave the party more than seventy percent of
their votes. 8
One early supporter of the WPC was Frank Roney, who later served as president of the San Fran-

San Francisco's Chinatown, circa 1870s.
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Map showing the locations and boundaries ofthe Seventh
and Ninth Wards, the heart of the working class region
of San Francisco in 1877.
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Birdseye view of San Francisco looking towards
Rincon Hill, the city's industrial section from
which the Workingmen's Party emerged.

cisco Trades Assembly and also of the
Representative Council of Trades and Labor Federation of the Pacific Coast. He also founded the
Seamen's Protective Association and the Federated
Iron Trades Council . 9 In a brief diary which he kept
in 1875 and 1876, Roney expressed the sense of
dissatisfaction which produced the July riots and
the Workingmen's Party of California. On one occasion , he noted that a friend from Denver wanted
to come west, but Roney did not consider "Prospects . . . good enough . . . to . . . advise him to
come. " Two months later, he confided that he had
a "stronger desire to return to Omaha" than he had
"thought it possible to have ." 10 Roney's disaffection for San Francisco became so great that he actually had apocalyptic visions. He imagined the city
having a "fearful" end with "no soul remain[ing]
to tell the terrible calamity that befell this promising young city." He compared San Francisco to "a
crowd of roisterers during a plague." They reminded him of people who "drank to the success
of King Death and sang in chorus the glories of the
plague while the victims writhed before them in all
the agony which the horrors of the plague
inflicted." 11
Frank Roney soon broke with the Workingmen's
Party of California and became a socialist, but very
few other San Franciscans joined him. As in most
other American cities , there was no substantial socialist movement in San Francisco. There were socialist and socialistic organizations, but they never
attracted a large following. Ultimately, the WPUS
disappeared from San Francisco when some of its
leaders joined the WPC . In fact, according to
Cross, "practically all the members" of the socialistic group defected to the WPC. 12
By the late 1870s, then, San Francisco had a
dissatisfied working class, but workingmen were
not attracted by class-consciousness. The obvious
question is why did dissatisfaction fail to produce
a vital socialist movement?

N ORDER TO ANSWER THIS QUESTION ,
it is necessary to examine the social and psychological context of working-class dissatisfaction in San Francisco . The aspirations of San
Francisco workingmen and what had happened to
them in the city must be understood. The framework of their lives was very simple; the first San
Franciscans had come to California to discover
gold, and the mentality of the Gold Rush permeated
the city for decades. San Franciscans of every class
viewed their city as a depository of wealth "to be
mined as vigorously as placers and veins." They
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were gold-seekers who were "determined to become rich, if not in the mines, then at least because
ofthem." 13 They were would-be millionaires.
Of course, the struggle to succeed characterized
every American city in the late-ninteenth century,
but nowhere did the intensity of the battle match
the strife of San Francisco. Tourists and visitors
commented frequently on the citizens' acquisitive
nature and their mania for success. According to
one traveler, the most characteristic feature of life
in the Golden City was the emphasis on "money,
money, money." In San Francisco there was "no
serious thought of religion or of anything save what
is purely temporal and transitory." 14 Another guest
in the city claimed that San Franciscans would
"drain their pockets, sell the clothes off their backs,
the home that shelters them, the very land they live
by, all in the race for wealth." 15 A third tourist
simply generalized that all San Franciscans were
perpetually anxious to amass more wealth. "The
shrewdest Yankee" could not "excel them in looking after the main chance." These people seemed
to think that "the whole duty of man consists in
getting money." 16
An article in the San Francisco Call during January 1871 clearly reflects the outlook of many contemportary San Franciscans. It told the story of
Arthur Derberger, a fifteen-year-old boy who left
St. Louis and came to San Francisco without a cent
in his pocket. In order to survive, the gallant lad
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took a job washing dishes in a restaurant. After
three months, a patron whom he befriended got him
a job in a machine shop. Young Derberger worked
there for nothing in order to prove his worth . Meanwhile, he was sleeping in the station house to save
money, but he did not mind for he would soon be
earning five dollars a week. "It is of such stuff,"
concluded the newspaper, "that great men are
made." This little fellow was "bound to become
wealthy and distinguished." It would be impossible
to keep him back. 17
Arthur Derberger, if indeed there was such a person, had obviously studied his Horatio Alger. He
was hard-working, honest, frugal, and had found a
patron . But in the dreams of thousands, if not tens
of thousands of San Franciscans, the road to success was not paved with hard work and toil. It was
Easy Street. "With the conviction of seasoned gamblers, the fortune hunters believed that luck would
come their way and they hesitated to leave the urban
gamble until they had seen the last card." In pursuing their dreams of success, San Franciscans
"backed their flights of imagination with speculations of a sort different from those that motivated
people in ordinary urban settings." 18 These people
would gamble on anything because of their drive
to win and the conviction that they were going to
win. The mania for success, the notion that success
was possible for anyone, and the belief that everyone ought by right to succeed were markedly intense attitudes in San Francisco.
Another story that appeared in the Call in 1872
very clearly captures the speculative temperament
of men who ended up in San Francisco. In the
spring of 1872, a man registered at a Boston hotel
as Frederick Hendson from Portland. He reported
that he had discovered a gold mine of incredible
richness, and displayed a diagram of the mine and
rich specimens of gold-bearing quartz. Of course,
he himself did not have enough money to develop
the mine, and had come to Boston to form a company of fifty men . Each would contribute $250 and
agree to fight off Indians who inhabited the valley
where the mine was located. When the Indians had
been removed, the mine would be opened, Hendson
would take the first $50,000 in profits, and the company would then share equally in the rest. The upshot was predictable. Hendson found his fifty men,
brought them to San Francisco, collected his
$12,500, and was never seen again. 19
San Francisco was full of men like those who
followed Hendson, and its leading citizens and
businessmen were not immune to the pull of greed
and the dream of more. "When it came to the matter
of their ... [city's] potential for quick riches, the
24
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resident's gullibility knew no bounds. " 20 Therefore, when several prospectors arrived in San Francisco and announced that they had discovered a
great diamond and ruby mine, thousands begged
for the chance to participate. The Call quickly saw
through the fraud and editorialized that California
was "afflicted periodically with some such excitement which unsettles many people." The paper
warned "prudent" men to "have care before embarking on this, one of the wildest , if not the most
improbable of all the fortune-promising schemes
that have for years been presented to dazzle the eyes
of the public. " 2 1 But when men like William Ralston, president of the Bank of California, and MiltonS. Latham, former Governor and Senator from
California, were busily capitalizing the New York
and San Francisco Mining and Commercial Company to take advantage of the new discoveries, it
was difficult to persuade ordinary men to control
their rapacity. Ultimately, hundreds of San Franciscans were ready to invest a fortune in various
mining companies. Their money was saved only
when Clarence King and other geologists located
the site of the phony mines and exposed the fraud. 22
The Hendson affair was a classic con; the Great
Diamond Hoax a monumental fraud. Both were so
well-done that people actually put up hard cash for
the chance to get rich, the perpetrators sufficiently
skillful that they were never apprehended. But San
Franciscans had a reputation for being so gullible
and anxious to get something for nothing that confidence men promoted schemes that made these
two look almost reasonable. On August 8, 1872,
at the very moment the city was caught up in the
throes of the diamond hoax, a local journalist wrote
with some bemusement that " all the ups and downs
of stock-gambling, diamond-hunting, and treasure-seeking pale before the new receipt of 'how to
get rich in a hurry." ' According to the latest
scheme, a group of French settlers from Louisiana
had once founded a city in New Mexico. The city
grew and became wealthy until an earthquake destroyed its water supply. The citizens decided to
abandon their homes but, before they left, they
buried all of their treasure, including life-size statues of saints cast in gold and silver. The people
were never heard of again, but now, centuries later,
a man had arrived in San Francisco bearing a map
"long-preserved among the Yuma Indians, which
reveals the exact site of the city and treasure." As
the Call put it, "tell a man the wonderful tales in
the Arabian nights are true, and he will laugh you
to scorn; but still, ... shares are bought in Arizona
diamond companies, and some few believe in the
Deserted City. What next?" 23

HAT THEN HAPPENED to these seekers
of wealth, these San Franciscans so intent
upon finding instant riches? Three recent
studies, each focusing on a slightly different time
period and a somewhat different group of people,
have shown that social mobility was possible for
the working class in San Francisco before 1880.
One analysis measures the amount of mobility by
studyi ng the extent of change in the proportion of
white-collar workers between 1870 and 1900 for
the city's nine major ethnic groups. Its author has
concluded that "all of the middle-class groups registered moderate to substantial gains" in status, but
that for the working class, the "pattern was more
varied ." The Irish, Chinese, a nd Canadian working classes scored major gains but were still underrepresented in white-collar ranks . The Germans,
English, and Yankees made modest advances in the
proportion of their numbers holding white-collar
jobs, while the precentage of white-collar jobs held
in 1900 by Scandinavians and Italians had actually
declined. Ali-in-all, the author concludes, "compared to their Irish brethren in the East, the Bay
Area Irish moved rather rapidly from working-class
to middle-class status. Their rate of economic progress was matched by the Chinese but was not shared
by working-class Italians, Scandinavians, and
Blacks. " 24

W

A second study seeks to determine the degree of
mobility among San Francisco's Irish between
1850 and 1880. This analysis shows that the pattern
of Irish women's occupations did not change during the period because San Francisco did not offer
women any greater opportunities in 1880 than it
did in 1850. However, between 1850 and 1870,
"the occupational status of Irish-born males ...
improved slowly but surely." Then , after 1870, the
depression halted further advances. (See Table )25

One other study focuses on white-collar mobility
in nineteenth century San Francisco, particularly
among merchants between 1850 and 1880. It, too,
reveals that mobility, especially in occupation, was
possible in San Francisco during these thirty years.
The author shows that, for his sample , sixty percent
of the men who had had low manual jobs in 1850
had improved their occupational status by 1880;
twenty-three percent of the skilled workers had
done the same and so had fifty-seven percent of the
low white-collar employees. 26
To argue, however, that mobility was possible
for the working class seems to create a paradox . If
the city's workingmen were experiencing upward
mobility, how do we account for their dissatisfaction? Why were they unhappy if they were getting
ahead? Why did they riot in July 1877 and subsequently flock to the Workingmen's Party of California? There are two answers to this question
which are mutually consistent and reinforcing. In
the first place, widespread mobility surely ceased
after 1869. Between that year and 1880, San Francisco experienced periods of extreme depression
and high unemployment. 27 One analysis of mobility clearly implies that almost all gains in occupational status were made between 1850 and
J870. 2X
This situation suggests the J-curve theory about
the relationship between rising and declining satisfactions and revolution. According to the theory,
"revolution is most likely to take place when a prolonged period of rising expectations and rising
gratifications is followed by a short period of sharp
reversal, during which the gap between expectations and gratifications quickly widens and becomes intolerable . The frustration that develops,
when it is intense and widespread in the society,
seeks outlet in violent action.' ' 29 Thus, the riots of
July 1877 can be interpreted as an outgrowth of

Occupational Structure of Irish-born Males
in San Francisco, 1852-80

White-Collar
Skilled Blue-Collar
Semiskilled Blue-Collar
Unskilled

%1852

%1860

%1870

%1880

15.4
19.6
17.3
47.7

15.8
20.5
26.7
37.0

17.3
21.4
29.5
31.8

19.9
18.6
30.0
31.5
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frustrated expectations and aspirations which had
previously been satisfied , at least to some degree.
However, there is also another point. By the late
1870s, few San Francisco workingmen had actually satisfied their expectations . They had not
achieved the degree of affluence they had anticipated and which had drawn them to California.
These were not people easily satisfied; they had not
come thousands of miles in order to find semiskilled rather than unskilled jobs, to occupy low
white-collar instead of high blue-collar status.
They came to the city not just to find opportunity
but to become rich, and that had not happened. In
1870 according to the federal census, San Francisco's population was 149,473 . Of them, according
to lists published in 1871, 1873 and 1874, perhaps
fifty were millionaires and maybe three hundred
more were worth $100,000. A mere five hundred
could claim $50,000 in wealth. 3° Few had found
the proverbial pot of gold, although many had progressed . The gap between expectation and reality
was enormous.
The importance of this idea has been suggested
by several recent students of mobility. One of them
argues that "cultural expectations about mobility
may prove as important as objective rates and patterns" and that "the meaning of mobility whether it satisfies the people who experience it or
only whets greater appetite - is influenced by societal values. " 31 Another claims ,- quite rightly, that
mobility patterns can be understood only "within
the social context in which they occur" and that
"this context includes the hopes, aspirations, and
anxieties of those whose lives are being measured ." 3 2 In other words , a given level of mobility,
regardless of how great it may be, will be satisfactory only if it meets individual expectations. In San
Francisco, the level of mobility came nowhere close
to meeting the expectation , and the result was intense dissatisfaction.
These thousands of dissatisfied and unfulfilled
San Franciscans needed an explanation for their
failure to become rich. They had journeyed west in
anticipation of great wealth, and they had to know
why they had not found it. Each person could answer that question in one of three ways. He could
say, "I myself have failed." He could say, "The
nature of government and institutions had caused
me to fail." Or he could say, "Others have caused
me to fail." Furthermore, each of those answers
produced a different course of action.
Those who blamed themselves suffered intense
guilt. It is certainly nothing new to say that American workingmen have frequently accepted per26
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sonal responsibility for their lack of success; and
some historians have concluded that this guilt prevented laborers from recognizing institutional injustices. In San Francisco during the 1870s, some
workingmen clearly fit into this category. One visitor to the city recognized this fact when he wrote
that San Francisco was "full of social wrecks wrecks more complete and miserable than any possible in calmer seas." He compared San Francisco
to a battle ground where quarter was neither given
nor expected, and he noted that "that ghastly eternal slaughter, that grim war-game of fates, called
selection-of-the-fittest, goes on here like a frontier
war, without convention, without checks, without
mercy." He believed that the result was "a greater
proportion of suicides [in San Francisco than] anywhere else in the civilized world." 33 It is true that
San Francisco's newspapers regularly printed
accounts of workingmen who killed themselves because they were despondent about their inability to
succeed. Some individuals came to the city believing it to be a place in which great success was possible for all. When they failed, they continued to
believe the myth about the city, bore a heavy sense
of guilt, and took their own lives . 34
Those who became socialists, like everyone else ,
had come to San Francisco with great expectations.
But, when their expectations remained unsatisfied ,
they blamed society. They argued that the fault lay
in the city itself and that their expectations had been
wrong. San Francisco was not a place in which
people could succeed. Social and economic institutions prevented workingmen from getting ahead,
and the solution was radical change . Individuals
who came to accept this explanation for conditions
in San Francisco did support socialist organizations
such as the Workingmen's Party of the United
States which, in December of 1877, changed its
name to the Socialist Labor Party of North
America. 3 5
Frank Roney was one of those who joined. Like
some other workingmen, he had come to believe
that "their environment did not permit the realization of their aspirations." Therefore, he hoped
"to induce the workers to recognize as wrong many
of the abuses which had existed for so long that
they had become recognized legally and morally
as the normal conditions . By remedying these
wrongs a sympathy would be created among all the
workers, thus eventually terminating in partial or
permanent relief for all." Roney became a socialist
because he "never could believe that God's design
was to have one portion of His creatures live in an
atmosphere of luxury upon the sweat and blood

and toil of another and larger portion of humanity."
He rejected the idea that it was God 's "i ntention
that widespread misery and want should stalk
throughout the land, and that only a few, the
wealthy, should be exempt. " 37
Rather than accepting personal responsibility or
blaming society, a dissatisfied workingman could
accuse other individuals . Instead of arguing that
"the system" itself needed reconstitution, he could
believe that the system had been perverted and that
cleansing it by removing evil men would right conditions . Institutions themselves were fundamentally sound; they simply needed to be purified and
protected. In the late 1870s, most dissatisfied San
Francisco workingmen seem to have accepted this
explanation . They signified that position be avoiding the Workingmen's Party of the United States
and by joining the Workingmen's Party of California, a non-socialist organization , which predicated
its entire program and platform upon these beliefs.
According to the WPC, a conspiracy to overthrow the American system had developed in California. A few selfish men, not content to be
members of a society in which everyone could succeed , were attempting to possess all the wealth for
themselves and establish themselves as an aristocracy. Their first move in this direction was to seize
the public domain and monopolize all the land in
the state. They were, according to the WPC, landgrabbers. Next, the argument went, these men corrupted the government and tried to subvert civil
liberties. Finally, the conspirators were attempting
to establish economic slavery by importing cheap
Chinese labor and making it impossible for honest
white laborers to support themselves and prosper.
Ultimately, if the plot were not thwarted, no one
would be left except aristocrats and Oriental slaves .
Free labor, opportunity, and the American republic
would all have vanished. Once the WPC had developed its explanation for the failure of all Californians to become rich, its solutions emerged
logically - end land monopoly and Chinese immigration . Then the conditions of opportunity
would be restored and everyone could satisfy his
expectations, that is, become rich . 36

NLY ONE LAST QUESTION REMAINS to
be answered. Why did San Francisco's workingmen accept the explanations offered by the
Workingmen's Party of California and not those of
the Workingmen's Party of the United States? Why
did they follow the party which explicitly denied
being "communists , socialists, or levelers in any
sense of those terms " instead of the party which
explicitly accepted and advocated Marxian
principles?
This question is, of course , the most difficult of
all to answer and also the crux of the matter. And
yet, the situation is quite understandable in the psychological context of the city's workingmen . These
were people who had travelled in search of a dream .
Most of them had crossed a continent, and tens of
thousands had crossed an ocean as well . They had
come to California in order to become rich and they
believed that they could do so in the Golden State .
For most of them , it had not happened; a gap between reality and expectation existed. But the
WPC promised that California was still the land of
opportunity, that the long journey had been worthwhile, and that a person could still make it. All
that was necessary was to purge the system of those
individuals who had perverted it. By way of contrast, socialism implicitly suggested that the dream
was a nightmare, that the trip had been a waste of
time, that the California of their minds was a fantasy, and that individual fortunes were not even
desirable. Frank Roney put it slightly differently.
According to him, the hope of San Franciso's workingmen , "the fellow without property ... was to
be a small property holder at some time in the near
future ; consequently, his sympathies were with the
class to which he later hoped to belong . " 38 In other
words , despite their status , San Francisco 's workingmen saw themselves not as part of the working
class but as part of the future upper class . As with
mobility, what mattered was not reality but perception. Thus, San Francisco's workingmen were will ing to oppose - but not to destroy - an unjust
system, rather than to preserve and protect a system
which had been distorted . The WPC allowed them
to maintain their illusions and their view of the
world, something which socialism precluded.

O
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Western Imagery

A Day.,s Worli.
All too often the workaday world of early California went unrecorded by commercial photographers who seemed more anxious to capture the physical rather than the human aspects of the
developing state. Hence there are abundant images of steamboats, factories, farm equipment,
railroad locomotives, mines, stores, and other things, but precious few images of the people who
made them all work. In this issue, Western Imagery offers a brief glimpse back at California
working men and women.

The movies furnished depression-struck America with escapist entertainment. But people made
the moving pictures move. Here Stockton's projectionist union assembles in uniform for the big
Labor Day parade in the late 1930s.
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Women mill workers posed for the photographer at the Sperry Company's Capitol Mills in Stockton
while packages of rolled oats rolled off the production line in the 1920s.
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Dressed for summer, right down to their white duck trousers and "skimmers," members of the
Journeymen Bakers and Confectioners Union Local 120 proudly displayed their chapter banner
at a celebration in Stockton .
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Mechanization had not yet arrived on the docks when these stevedores loaded sacks offlour onto
the river steamer J. D. Peters in the 1880s.
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Agricultural laborers on a Central Valley farm taking a break from their chores to enjoy a bunk
house lunch in the early 1900s.
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Page of London's outline for his "Strength of the Strong" lecture which was never given.
London, however, incorporated many of its elements into other socialist talks.
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Jack London, ORATOR
======== '¥ ==========
Mark E. Zamen

T

HE NAME JACK LONDON conjures up
images of an adventurous , controversial,
and highly successful writer of fiction , a
man who burned intensely with the fire of life . Yet
he died at the age of forty, having consumed his
allotted fuel without a second thought. Now remain
only the cold ashes of this popular author who once
said, "I would rather be a superb meteor, every
atom of me in magnificent glow, than a sleepy and
permanent planet." The writer who produced such
classics as The Call of the Wild and The Sea-Wolf,
along with half a hundred other books, left a remarkable legacy of novels, short stories, essays,
and newspaper articles. But few. people, even London scholars and enthusiasts, realize the extent to
which he was also an orator. As London's fame
grew, so did the demand to see and hear the young
author in person. By the time he started his crosscountry lecture tour in 1905, he was at the pinnacle
of his literary career and drawing crowds so large
that even the most spacious halls were inadequate.
Of course that was not the case when the twentyyear-old unknown stood upon the stage at Oakland
High School as a speaker at the Christmas graduation exercises in 1895. London proclaimed to the
assembled students and faculty in no uncertain
terms that the time had arrived for the total destruction of the present social order, and that he would
be more than willing to assist in bringing about its
collapse. 1

Jack London

Mark Zamen, educated at California State Universities at Hayward and SanJose, is currently manager
of a printing firm in the Bay Area. Other articles of his on Jack London have appeared in jack London
Echoes, and forthcoming work will appear in the]ack London Newsletter. He is presently at work on an
essay that will deal with a controversy surrounding London's death in 1916 at the age of forty.
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London as he appeared during his "boy socialist" days.
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This episode earned no publicity for the youth ,
but on February 16, 1896 , the San Fran cisco
Chronicle noted that "the boy socialist" who had
been speaking nightly in Oakland's City Hall Park
along with other soapbox orators was consistently
getting the biggest crowd and the most respectful
attention, despite being "more earnest than eloquent." London was subsequently arrested in that
same park and jailed for violating a city ordinance
against speaking in public without the mayor's written permission . All charges were dropped , 2 but the
considerable newspaper coverage increased public
familiarity with the fledgling .orator's name.
London remained an ardent socialist throughout
his adult life , although he resigned from the Socialist Party only a few months before his death in
1916 because he differed philosophically on certain
contemporary issues and was disappointed by the
group's " lack of fire and fight." 3 Socialism was
most often the theme of his lectures and speeches .
London developed his speaking skills during his
days on the soapbox and by giving talks to his socialist local on many Sunday evenings from late
1899 through 1900. The future author's debating
experiences while a student at the University of
California at Berkeley in 1896-97 had helped to
hone these abilities. A man who witnessed such a
debate later wrote: "And for the first time in my
life I listened to a Socialist spellbinder" who
"talked upper classmen to a standstill. They
couldn't answer his arguments; for he, a freshman,
was the only one who knew what he was talking
about." 4
London's first formal lecture was to the Oakland
Section of the Socialist Labor Party late in 1899.
By then he was known locally as a magazine writer
of some accomplishment , and there was a large
turnout. The evening's topic was "The Question of
the Maximum, " 5 essentially an exposition of and
support for the premise that any human endeavor
has a limit, and once that limit is reached two
choices remain: fall backwards or change the character of its advance. London supported his contention with examples drawn from the realms of
economics and sociology. Noting the rise of the
common man throughout the centuries , the speaker
concluded: "That he has done this , only in the end
to pass into the perpetual slavery of the economic

oligarchy is something at which his whole past ~
cries protest. The common man is either worthy of
a better future, or else is not worthy of his past. " 6
Throughout 1900-0 I , London made this address
before many political organizations , and his views
were invariably wel l received by audiences and the
press . "The Question of the Maximum" was also
one of the lectures London gave as the featured
speaker at the Camp Reverie retreat nea r Sonoma,
where he presented other essays such as "The Salt
of the Earth , " 7 basically a glorification of the
Anglo-Saxon race .
At this time , as London's work began appearing
frequently in magazines and then in book form ,
invitiations to lecture increased dramatically; it was
a call he did not hesitate to answer. Aside from
talks on " literary techniques , " 8 "War, " 9 and
" Romance ," 10 the author began a series of lectures
on "What Communities Lose by the Competitive
System ." This essay, heard by more than a dozen
audiences in 1900-0 I , is a long and vigorous denunciation of capitalism, focusing on the premise
that commercial competition breeds amorality and
race deterioration. Near the end of this lecture,
London told his listeners that " the greatness of a
community lies not in the strength of its strongboxes, nor in the extravagant follies of a few of its
members , but in its wisdom , its power for good,
and the possibility of realizing in itself the highest
and the best. " 1 1
Press reviews of this anti -capitalist invective
were overwhelmingly favorable , although one
newspaper found London and his views unpalatable
and utterly unimpressive . The Santa Cruz Surf reported on July I0, 190 I, that on the previous evening London had spoken to what is termed a small
audience. The Surf noted that London's youth was
"unfortunately not conducive to -his effectiveness
as a lecturer, " adding that his talk "Jacked the
force, grasp and dialectical skill " one would expect
from a platform representative ofthe socialists . The
tabloid then commented on London's superficial
analysis and his vagueness as to the solutions to
existing problems. 12
London was always able to gain audience sympathy through readings from his works,-since it was
his fiction which brought him public recognition
and praise . "For example, after London read from
VOWME XXX NUMBER I
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his short story "An Odyssey of the North " at Stanford University in 190 I, it was reported in the student newspaper that the "audience received a
pleasure accorded but seldom to most of us ." 13 His
down-to-earth, candid demeanor never varied
throughout the years. L. Clare Davis of the Stockton
Evening Mail wrote that his "smile is persuasive,
his voice charming . .. he is as gentle and refined
in expression as a well-modulated voice and a naturally kindly nature can make him." 14 Julian Hawthorne (son of Nathaniel) gave his impressions of
the orator by writing in part: "He is as simple and
straightforward as a grizzly bear. Upon his big,
hearty, healthy nature is based a brain of unusual
clearness and insight. His heart is warm, and his
sympathies are wide." 15 Decades later, London's
second wife, Charmian, recalled: "I never wearied
of seeing Jack step out upon stage or platform, with
that modest-seeming, almost bashful boyishness
which so charmed his audiences, and yet which so
quickly, when he raised his splendid head and
launched into any serious theme, changed to the
imperiousness of certitude. " 16 But London's insistence on casual attire , in contrast to the tradition
of the times, repeatedly caused consternation .
Once, speaking to a church group, the author upset
his listeners considerably: when he stood before the
"good-sized audience of fashionably gowned
women he might have just come from the camps ide
after washing his cooking utensils. " 17
On many occasions from 1900 through 1906,
London found himself in demand as a speaker before the Ruskin Club, a small Bay Area collective
of brilliant and accomplished socialists who gathered in Alameda, Oakland, and Piedmont. The club
was the perfect forum for London to express and
test his theories . He often spoke there on political
themes, evaluated essays, or discussed social issues
of the day. It was before the club members that he
first read his treatise entitled "The Class Struggle," a scorching attack on the increasing inequality of the economic classes in America. The
socialists , more foresightful, insightful, and organized than the capitalists, would unrelentingly strive
to destroy their opponents and create a new social
order. 18
"The Class Struggle" proved to be a popular
lecture which London repeated to several different
38
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audiences. One such appearance was in Stockton
on Sunday, November 15, 1903. The Morning Independent reported: "Mr. London's essay was quite
entertaining and instructive and probably presented
the attractions of Socialism in stronger light and
clearer language than most if not all of those present
had ever heard from any other advocate. In many
respects the presentation was masterly and the engaging smile and well-modulated voice of the author were essential aids in the rendering." 19
London's public speaking also led him personally into the political arena . In early 1901, he
agreed to run for mayor of Oakland on the socialist
ticket, and the candidate gave a forceful acceptance
speech - which did nothing to dissuade the voters
from trouncing him at the polls, where he drew less
than 250 votes. 20
Also in 190 I , London presented a new lecture,
"Wanted: A New Law of Development," a talk
which he delivered only twice. In essence, the essay
describes the law of natural selection that had been
in operation since the beginning of time but was
being supplanted by the rapidly approaching era of
the common man. He who did the work of the world
was beginning to realize his contributions; he had
been rising steadily since the days of chattel slavery
and serfdom , and was questioning the ancient law
of development: " What if my brother be not so
strong as I? He has not sinned. Wherefore should
he hunger? He and his little sinless ones? Down
with the old law." Labor, endowed with this new
consciousness, was organizing in two ways:
through trade unionism and socialism. The inevitable result would be the downfall of capitalism
which, London said, would never live to see its
bicentennial birthday. 21 As with his previous socialist lectures, London supported his thesis with
many statistics and examples.
In January of 1902, the rising author combined
his extensive reading with his own experiences as
a "road kid" and several times delivered his lecture
called "The Tramp." He demolished the commonly
held belief that tramps were lazy and unwilling to
work; they were, in fact, anxious to do so. This
surplus of workers actually benefited society by
providing labor for short-term jobs and acting as a
check upon the employed, preventing organized labor from ·b€?coming tyrannical. Tramps, London

London at Camp Reverie in June 1901 .
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London speaking in Harmon Gymnasium at the University ofCalifornia, Berkeley, January 19, 1905 .

explained, were simply discouraged workers who
had spiraled downward "until, at the bottom of the
social pit, they are wretched, inarticulate beasts,
breeding like beasts, dying like beasts ." Horrible
living conditions served only to perpetuate the
cycle: "Poverty is the penalty of failure, - poverty
from whom loins spring the criminal and the tramp,
both failures, both discouraged workers. Poverty is
the inferno where ignorance festers and vice corrodes, and where the physical, mental, and moral
parts of nature are aborted and denied." But the
tramp had chosen a life out on the open road instead, thereby making it easier for those who remained to find work . 22
When London delivered his defense of the vagabond in 1902 before a women's press club in San
Francisco, he encountered a great deal of hostility.
The San Francisco Examiner of February 25 revealed that "Jack London met with a new experience yesterday afternoon . . . one that almost
compelled regret , for the moment, that he was not
then facing the horrors of the Great White Silence
. . . instead of restraining himself in courteous
rejoinder to the resentful questioning of the members of the Pacific Coast Women's Press Association." The Examiner summarized the lecture and
then noted a tense period which followed when
"The lecturer was plied with questions concerning
what the several members of the association ought
to do with the tramp who sat upon their 'back
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stoops' -always sitting, never flitting, like the
raven on the bust of Pallus above the chamber
door."
Later that same year, London spent several
months in the East End of London collecting data
to be used as the basis of his penetrating The People
of the Abyss. He gave a talk on the subject, which
was an abbreviated version of the appalling circumstances so movingly and minutely detailed in his
book. This lecture was offered on behalf of the
socialist cause, though not so overtly as some
others; in a presentation copy of The People of the
Abyss London wrote, "Read here some of the reasons of my socialism, and some of my socialism .
Walk with me here, among the creatures damned
by men and then wonder not that I sign myself,
Yours for the Revolution. " 23 The author later reflected that, "I think I put more of my heart into
The People ofthe Abyss than into any other book. " 24
In . 1903, London deeply impressed the literary
world with his astoundingly popular The Call of the
Wild, the novel that would secure for him a permanent spot among the great American storytellers. He also introduced a new talk on labor conflict
entitled " The Scab." He explained the antipathy
directed towards the scab, who was perceived as
the one who deprived the laborer of his livelihood
by taking his place during a strike. The scab constituted one of the weapons used by the capitalists
in the on-going battle with labor in which moral

considerations counted for little; indignation at the
opponent's iniquities was the " only honest morality
displayed by either side . .. . " In our social jungle,
the non-scab was a vanishing entity: "Such is the
tangle of conflicting interests in a tooth-and-nail
society that people cannot avoid being scabs, are
often made so against their desires , and are often
unconsciously made so ." So long as we had a competitively structured world , we would have the
scab. 25
London thrust this indictment of capitalism at
audiences several times during 1903-04, and for the
last time in January, 1905 , at Simpson Auditorium
in Los Angeles. On this occasion he was introduced
as "a ripe scholar, a profound philosopher, a literary genius and the foremost man of letters in America." To this high praise he responded, "Before
people had given me any of these titles with which
the chairman so lavishly credits me, I was working
in a cannery, a pickle factory, was a sailor before
the mast, and spent months at a time looking for
work in the ranks of the unemployed; and it is the
proletarian side of my life that I revere the most ,
and to which I will cling as long as I live ." 26
Upon returning to the United States from his
coverage of the Russo-Japanese War for the Hearst
Syndicate in 1904, London gave a much publicized
talk on his overseas experiences. Special cars were
scheduled to run from Twelfth and Broadway directly to The Home Club auditorium in Oakland. 27
London that night vented bitter remonstrances
against the Japanese who, according to London,
were semi-savages absolutely without honor in all
their dealings with American correspondents. The
lecturer concluded with an erroneous prediction
that Russia would win the conflict. 28
N JANUARY 19, 1905, the faculty and
students of the University of California at
Berkeley heard the author's first presentation of "Revolution ." This was his most vitriolic
assault on the American economic system and became the stock speech of his upcoming cross-country lecture tour; it earned him the wrath of many
people throughout the political spectrum, including
fellow socialists who believed he was doing more
harm than good with his antagonistic rhetoric. Further controversy resulted from press inaccuracy
which led to the public's misunderstanding of this

O

lecture . It was reported that London had said " to
hell with the Constitution" as a statement of his
own view, when in fact he was quoting a military
leader. London was denounced in bold headlines
across the nation as an anarchist , and his works
were even withdrawn from some libraries , an act
which itself stirred controversy.
"Revolution" was a declaration of the world's
socialists , all of whom, London avowed, were
swayed by a passionate sense of right; they scorned
the ideals and moralities of bourgeois society and
intended to destroy it. London cited voting statistics
showing impressive socialist gains , a result of the
abject failure of the capitalist to manage society
properly, a failure so complete that the cave dwellers were better off than many of London 's contemporaries who inhabited big -city slums : "No
caveman ever starved as chronically as they starve,
ever slept as vilely as they sleep , ever festered with
rottenness and disease as they fester, nor ever toiled
as hard and for as long hours as they toil. " To all
capitalists London directed this pronouncement:
"No quarter! We want all that you possess . We will
be content with nothing less than all that you possess . We want in our hands the reins of power and
the destiny of mankind . Here are our hands. They
are strong hands. We are going to take your governments , your palaces , and all your purpled ease
away from you . . . . The revolution is here, now.
Stop it who can. " 29
Throughout 1905, he repeated "Revolution" and
other socialist speeches, gave readings from his fic tion, and spoke on " Experiences," a collection of
personal reminiscences. He nearly precipitated a
riot when he presented "Revolution" before a very
conservative group gathered at the Stockton home
of Johannes Reimers, a Santa Fe Railroad landscape gardener and Overland Monthly author. On
Sunday evening, February 26 , 1905, the Critic
Club, composed of judges, attorneys , present and
former government officials, and prominent businessmen, could only have perceived the speech as
an assault upon all that they held dear. Not only did
London audaciously repeat his provocative essay
but, according to the press, interrogated and badgered his li_§teners . He addressed his hearers "as
though they had been unruly school children," demanding to know what knowledge they had of the
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insisting they had read little and seen less,
and merely displayed their ignorance by having the
temerity to argue with him on economics . 30 He told
them, "You are drones that cluster around the capitalistic honey-vats . You are ignoramuses . Your fatuous self-sufficiency blinds you to the revolution
that is surely, surely coming, and which will as
surely wipe you and your silk-lined, puffed up leisure off the face of the map. You are parasites on
the back of labor." 3 '
The writer drew intense fire as a result of this
address , the conservative press and public being
thoroughly unsympathetic to his ideas and his histrionics . In a biting editorial under the headlines
"Socialism Ends Jack London's Pink Teas - Society closes gates on young author after lectures at
Berkeley and Stockton and does not like his ideas ,"
the Los Angeles Examiner concluded that society,
having learned that London was truly a socialist,
not merely posing as many had thought, had ceased
to respect him. "It may even cease to beg his
autograph . " 32
It was reported that a number of those present at
the Stockton lecture would , had it been a public
meeting, have denounced London as a public enemy or an actual criminal. 33 The subhead of a San
Francisco Examiner article declared: " Physician
at State Asylum Says There Are Many Persons
There Holding Same Belief as the Author." 34
The citizens of Stockton nevertheless were apparently willing to let bygones be bygones: London
was invited to speak before the Anteros Club in
Stockton ten years later on January 28, 1915 . As
reported in the Stockton Daily Record, the club 's
members heard London gently chastise residents of
the area for failing to demonstrate an adequate appreciation of their local waterways:

The Record acknowledged the truth of the indictment, but predicted greatness for the San Joaquin
waterways . The article ended with this justification: "Our defense, Mr. London , is that the Creator
gave us , here in San Joaquin, not more than we
want, but possibly more than we are deserving
of. "35
During London's stay in Stockton, he was interviewed by Record reporter Hamilton Galt in London's suite at the Stockton Hotel, where the famous
novelist answered questions about his writing techniques . London 's innate cordiality and the passage
of a decade seemingly combined to ingratiate him
with the local populace : according to London
scholar Howard Lachtman, "Ham Galt's impression of Jack London was one shared by the majority
of the townspeople who respected and envied London for his way of life , and his way with boats, and
his way with words ." 3 6
Despite this subsequent change of heart by most
Stocktonians , during and after London's crosscountry lecture tour of 1905 -06 , " Revolution "
would cause the nation's conservative press to characterize London as ignorant, naive, dangerous ,
hypocritical , and a liar. Typical of the outcries
against London was an editorial in the Chicago
Inter-Ocean : "Of the sort of knowledge that qualifies a man to speak on government and progress ,
Mr. London is altogether and pitiably destitute . He
ca n teach nothing historically because he knows
nothing historically. He merely rages in the vacuum
created by his own fancies ... . " 37 And the Sacramento Union said in part: " Wild nonsense of this
kind does not proceed from conviction, or even
from hysteria , but simply from overwhelming vanity, that must get its possessor talked about at any
cost." 3 x

I have traveled in a nd out of Stockton for
the last twenty -three years , and I know
something of your city. Every year, in my
boat, I do several hundred miles of new
waterways in interior California. I have a
feeling that you do not appreciate fully the
beautiful waterway which lies at your door,
that you do not fully realize the uses to
which it might be put. I trust that on some
of my future visits to Stockton I may see
some evidences of better comprehension of
the values of this magnificent asset.

In all fairness , it should be noted that this fiery
lecture was not unanimously condemned . The socialist press of course but even some conservative
papers viewed the content of "Revolution" in a
very different light. For example, the Leader, a
Chicago socialist tabloid , reported that "Mr. London is attracting large audiences , who listen attentively and with seeming approval to his every
word." 39 One of the Socialist Party organs, Appeal
to Reason, even compared London to the adored
patriot Patrick Henry who dared to tell those in
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Max Dellfant's poster created for what has become London's most remembered lecture ,
given at Yale during his 1905-1906 tour.
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defend London's right to express them, 44 while the
Waterbury Republican in Connecticut admitted the
evils underscored in the lecture were real and could
be acknowledged without accepting the socialist
philosophy.4 5 Regarding London's address at Yale,
the New Haven Palladium wrote, "Socialism in the
enormous proportions and intricate workings it is
today assuming, was dealt with in a masterly manner and the conditions of the 7,000,000 adherents
to the cause were elucidated in a clear and concise
way during his two hour discourse. " 46 And in the
same city, the Union reported students and faculty
were so moved by London's talk that they were
considering financial support for the socialist
movement and were planning subsequent discussions, debates , and continued research. 47
Amusingly, though London already had years of
public speaking experience to his credit and would
soon be traversing the nation boldly proclaiming
his socialist ideals before throngs of listeners, he
was not always composed and self-assertive.
Shortly before departing on the tour that would
A cartoonist's perception of London as a socialist lecturer. spark so much indignation , he attended the premiere of "The Great Interrogation" at the Alcazar
in San Francisco. The play was written by
Theater
authority what they did not care to hear. 40 And the
Ada Lee Bascom with London's assistance, and
Socialist Voice branded as senile a millionaire conbased upon his story of the same name . The novgressman who made disparaging remarks about
elist
was unexpectedly called up on stage but was
41
London in the Congressional Record.
completely
unprepared to do any speaking that
Non-socialist journals had some kind words for
night.
As
one
paper described it , " The man who
London as well. The Boston Post reported on his
can
talk
the
ears
off a thousand Socialists, who is
appearance in that city, stating that "after the
at
home
on
any
rostrum
from the cart to the curb,
speaker began to fortify his assertions with figures,
48
was
obviously
'rattled.
'"
This incident shows that
statistics, reports and quotations, the audience was
come
to London readily.
public
speaking
did
not
42
held spellbound. " A Boston Globe reporter made
Charmian
London
once
commented
to him that he
this observation:
appeared "haughty" when stepping out on stage.
London replied that he didn 't feel that way at all,
Standing where great public men have
and was merely involved in figuring out how he
flinched at facing the crO\Yd , talking to the
was going to phrase his message. "And then, too,
most critical people in the world , he was
it may be a leftover of the system by which I first
apt , strong, and convincing; his audience
overcame
stage-fright. . .. So remember, Mate,
sat spellbound for two hours - and it isn 't
when I assume what you are pleased to call my
every socialist, nor every writer either, who
imperial pose, it is done quite unconsciously, being
can hold a Boston crowd for two hours, let
an outgrowth of my early search after a shield for
alone keep them warm that length of time. 43
backwardness. " 49 This self-assessment is con firmed by William McDevitt in his book Jack London as Poet and as Platform Man: "Years of
The Post-Express of Rochester, New York, did not
condone the tenets evinced in "Revolution" but did
intensively concentrated writing had atrophied his
44
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Jack and Charmian aboard the Snark.
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London with friends and admirers following his Masonic Hall talk in Crescent City, California . The author is seated near the wall, slightly to the right of center.

[London 'sl ability to ' think on his feet' in public
and, much more truly, his immensely cultivated
power of personal criticism made him completely
averse to being publicly associated with his UNDEVELOPED capacity for effective impromptu ." 50
The author's lecture tour, from October of 1905
through February 1906, in the main consisted of
many repetitions of " Revolution ." However, London also spoke on other socialist topics , read from
his works, or talked about his personal experiences ,
all the while consistently emphasizing that he was
not a lecturer. He told an Iowa journalist he would
rather be home where he could write and earn more
money. He was making these personal appearances ,
he declared , because the lecture bureau said the
people wanted to see him . 5 1 Upon his return to
Oakland , he discounted any recognition he had
earned as a lecturer, adding, "And on top of that I
only wish I were a good speaker. I am a writing
man primarily, and not a talker- have got, in fact,
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to go off by myself and slowly sweat out my
thought. I cannot get up on the platform and do
it. " 5 2 Despite the largely negative reaction in the
country's press to "Revolution," the Los Angeles
Examiner said London possessed " fire and power"
regardless of whether or not one agreed with him,
and defined his tour as "meteoric" and "astonishingly successful," dubbing him the " California
Lion" who meant and believed "all that he said,
from his soul. " 53
N 'fHE MONTHS THAT FOLLOWED, London and his "Mate-Woman," as he often called
Charmian, contracted to begin construction of
a yacht for a planned seven-year trip around the
world . Meanwhile, London continued to lecture on
" Revolut ion" in the Bay Area, underscoring the
case of Haywood , leader of the Wobblies, Moyer,
and Pettibone, all three Western Federation of Miners officials who were falsely accused of complicity
in the murder of ex-Governor Steunenberg of

I

Idaho, an outspoken opponent of labor. Speaking
at the Dietz Opera House in Oakland on March 18,
1906, London also damned the press for its persistently inaccurate reporting of workingmen's issues, and demeaned capitalists who attended his
lectures to "hear the freak talk . " 54 Based on that
evening's lecture, the Los Angeles Times characterized London as a "union labor agitator, socialist
and would-be bad man," a former oyster pirate
turned family deserter with an "odoriferous reputation. " 55 The Socialist Voice in Oakland was London's lone defender, praising him for donating his
time and energy to the cause. His speech was delivered " with so magnetic a charm of natural feeling and simple eloquence, that it held the audience
tense and responsive for nearly two hours. " 56 London was introduced that night by William McDevitt, who noted later that the novelist attracted
capacity houses at all his Bay Area lectures in spite
of "the coolness if not the positive antipathy" toward him on the part of conservative local papers,
particularly those of San Francisco. 57
Before departing with Charmian aboard the
Snark, London spoke on political issues and gave
readings from his fiction in Berkeley, Oakland,
Stanford University in Palo Alto, Piedmont, San
Francisco, and Sonoma, the last city only a short
distance from his gradually expanding ranch acquired in 1905. Readings from his unpublished
novel The Iron Heel were a big success. The crowds
were "packed to the doors" and "stayed to listen
spellbound to one of the finest expositions of Socialism ever delivered," according to the Socialist
Voice. 58
In Aprill907, the Londons and their crew finally
began their round-the-world journey. While in Hawaii, London presented "Revolution" to packed
houses, and was given flattering reviews in the local
papers. In Papeete, Tahiti, and Apia, Samoa, his
lecture was likewise well received. Because of his
ill health, however, the Londons were advised in
Sydney, Australia, to terminate the trip. They arrived back in Oakland on July 21, 1909.
Only a single month elapsed between London's
return from his truncated cruise and his next public
appearance, during which he discussed various aspects of the voyage. No evidence of the maladies
suffered during the trip was apparent; one daily

even said he "looked the picture of health and virility." 59 After somewhat of a hiatus, in April 1910,
London again appeared in front of an audience, this
time before the Alameda County Press Club. Prefacing his evening's talk by aiming some harsh adjectives at American literary critics, London
proceeded to answer questions about writing novels.60 He spoke only sporadically that year, and
even rejected a request by Emma Goldman, the
well-known anarchist of the era, that he attend one
of her San Francisco speeches: "I have your note,
but would not go to a meeting even if God almighty
were to lecture. The only time I attend a lecture is
when I am to speak. " 61
Not until June of 1911 did the author again stand
before a crowd. It was in Crescent City, California,
at a reception held in the Londons ' honor during
their four-horse trip from Glen Ellen to Oregon and
back. He talked about climate- its effect, in fact
and theory, on Caucasians. 62 Yet in a letter written
only days before, London had declined the invitation to speak, explaining he had "practically given
up public speaking . ... Something has gone wrong
with my voice. After a few minutes' speaking it
grows husky, then for a week afterward I cannot
make a noise above a whisper. " 63 Coincidentally, a
local paper had just reported that the writer would
"never again be able to speak from the public platform . ... London was an eloquent and fluent
speaker and the loss of his voice is a sad affliction. " 64 And though London had said in an interview in Medford, Oregon, that he was not a
speaker, he gave a forty-five minute talk on "Why
I Became a Socialist," particularly recalling his
days as a "work-beast" on the "Oakland Electric
Railroad." He made "a decided hit, almost the entire audience crowding around him to grasp his
hand ." 65 Apparently no unfavorable reports of this
particular lecture exist, but the affair was arranged
by local socialists, and most of those in attendance
were party members or sympathetic to the cause.
Despite his hearty reception on many occasions
such as this, London insisted he lacked any oratorical ability, and soon after the four-horse trip he
told a reporter, "I was never any success as a lecturer for the reason that I am not able to get up
before an_audience and talk without being confused ... ." 66
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1913, London 's health was noticeably declining, and so too was the frequency of his
scheduled appearances. In March, he did
introduce the main speaker at a socialist meeting in
Glen Ellen , in addition to telling "two good stories
illustrating the fact that Socialism is practical. " 6 7
During a cruise aboard the Roamer on San Francisco Bay and nearby waterways , he disembarked
to talk briefly to some admirers at Knights Landing
who "were eager to hear from a man who has had
so many adventures and hardships in his checkered
career. " 68 This was soon followed by a visit to
school children in Martinez, where he related tales
of his past , occasionally punctuating his narration
with short anecdotes . It is little wonder that London
spoke so infrequently that year, for he was plagued
by misfortune: in addition to failing kidneys and
appendicitis , he suffered many setbacks on the
ranch , including the destruction by fire of his
nearly completed dream home, and had to defend
himsel f in a lawsu it filed by a motion picture
company.
London's speaking engagements in 1914 consisted mainly of two brief talks in New York, where
he had gone on business. The only other time he
spoke in front of a group was during another jaunt
on board the Roamer late in the year. It was an
informal chat interspersed "with witty remarks and
incidents connected with several of his trips ." 69
London concluded by telling the assembled residents of Richmond that their city was one of the
most interesting he had ever visited. Though the
ailing writer would stand before audiences on several more occasions during the last two years of his
life , in January of 1915 he wrote to a friend : "You
see , I have given up public speaking for five or six
years now. I always hated it worse than poison, and
at last had the good sense to quit it. " 70
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London spent a large portion of his remaining
days in Hawaii, hoping the warm climate might
help restore his health . While there , he gave anumber of talks , mostly on socialist topics. On September 11 , 1915, London made his penultimate public
address at Kessler's Cafe in Berkeley, to the University of California Press Club . After informing
the audience that he had no talent for mak ing
speeches, the author opened the floor for questions
and invited his auditors to "fire away." For the next
two hours "he bore the brunt of the attack and
returned it with brilliantly cast opinions on literature, on universities, on art, on the war, on authors ,
on newspaper work , and countless ramifications of
these subjects ." Considering his audience , it is interesting to note that while discussing higher education , London commented, "No genius could bear
the shackles of a University" for " it smothers, it
overwhelms, it emasculates the genius . The genius
sees nothing in the University. He sees all too
clearly the falseness in the idea that an instructor
can give what he does not possess." 7 1
Having returned to Honolulu in mid-December
of 1915, London remained out of the public eye
until Thursday, June 3, 1916, when he was a guest
at a College of Hawaii banquet and delivered an
anecdote concerning an absentminded professor. 72
London 's appearance at this banquet constituted
the finale to his career as a speaker. Less than six
months later, the c.uthor died at age forty on his
ranch in Glen Ellen, part of which now comprises
the Jack London State Historic Park. His ashes are
buried there on a peaceful, tree-shaded knoll not
far from the brooding ruins of Wolf House . On the
path leading to the park's museum, a bronze plaque
embedded in stone acknowledges lecturing as one
of London 's areas of accomplishment . To have seen
and heard him speak on stage must have been a
very special event for those fortunate enough to
have attended one of his lectures.
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A PROMISt: fULfiLLt:D:
Mexican Cannery Workers in Southern California
Vicki L. Ruiz

Women cannery workers at the California San itary Canning Company, circa 1936 .
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INCE 1930 approximately one-quarter of all
Mexican women wage earners in the Southwest have found employment as blue collar
industrial workers [25 .3% (1930), 25.6% (1980)]. 1
These women have been overwhelmingly segregated into semi-skilled, assembly line positions.
Garment and food processing firms historically
have hired Mexicanas for seasonal line tasks .
Whether sewing slacks or canning peaches, these
workers have generally been separated from the
year-round , higher paid male employees. This
ghettoization by job and gender has in many instances facilitated labor activism among Mexican
women. An examination of a rank and file union
within a Los Angeles cannery from 1939 to 1945
illuminates the transformation of women's networks into channels for change.
On August 31 , 1939, during a record-breaking
heat wave, nearly all of the four hundred and thirty
workers at the California Sanitary Canning Company (popularly known as Cal San), one of the largest food processing plants in Los Angeles, staged
a massive walk-out and established a twenty-four
hour picket line in front of the plant. The primary
goals of these employees, mostly Mexican women,
concerned not only higher wages and better working conditions, but also recognition of their union
- The United Cannery, Agricultural, Packing and
Allied Workers of America, Local 75 - and a
closed shop.
The Cal San strike marked the beginning of labor
activism by Mexicana cannery and packing workers in Los Angeles. This essay steps beyond a
straight narrative, chronicling the rise and fall of
UCAPAWA locals in California. It provides a
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glimpse of cannery life - the formal, as well as
the informal, social structures governing the shop
floor. An awareness of the varying lifestyles and
attitudes of women food processing workers will
be developed in these pages . No single model representing either the typical female or typical Mexicana industrial worker exists . Contrary to the
stereotype of the Hispanic woman tied to the
kitchen, most Mexican women, at some point in
their lives, have been wage laborers. Since 1880,
food processing has meant employment for Spanish-speaking women living in California, attracted
to the industry because of seasonal schedules and
extended family networks within the plants . 2
During the 1930s, the canning labor force included young daughters , newly-married women,
middle-aged wives, and widows. Occasionally,
three generations worked at a particular cannery
- daughter, mother, and grandmother. These Mexicanas entered the job market as members of a family wage economy. They pooled their resources to
put food on the table . "My father was a busboy,"
one former Cal San empioyee recalled, "and to
keep the family going . .. in order to bring in a
little more money . . . my mother, my grandmother,
my mother's brother, my sister and I all worked
together at Cal San." 3
Some Mexicanas, who had worked initially out
of economic necessity, stayed in the canneries in
order to buy the "extras" - a radio, a phonograph,
jazz records, fashionable clothes. These consumers
often had middle-class aspirations, and at times,
entire families labored to achieve material advancement (and in some cases, assimilation) , while in
others, only the wives or daughters expressed interest in acquiring an American lifestyle . One
woman defied her husband by working outside the
home. Justifying her action, she asserted that she
wanted to move to a "better" neighborhood because she didn't want her children growing up with
"Italians and Mexicans. " 4
Some teenagers had no specific, goal-oriented
rationale for laboring in the food processing industry. They simply "drifted" into cannery life; they
wanted to join their friends at work or were bored
at home. Like the first women factory workers in
the United States, the New England mill hands of
the 1830s, Mexican women entered the labor force
for every conceivable reason and for no reason at
all. Work added variety and opened new avenues
of choice. 5
In one sense, cannery labor for the unmarried
daughter represented a break from the traditional
family. While most young Mexicanas maintained
their cultural identity, many yearned for more in52
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dependence, particularly after noticing the more
liberal lifestyles of self-supporting Anglo co-workers. Sometimes young Mexican women would meet
at work, become friends, and decide to room together. Although their families lived in the Los Angeles area and disapproved of their daughters living
away from home, these women defied parental authority by renting an apartment. 6
Kin networks , however, remained an integral
part of cannery life. These extended family structures fostered the development of a "cannery culture ." A collective identity among food processing
workers emerged as a result of family ties , job segregation by gender, and working conditions . Although women comprised seventy-five percent of
the labor force in California canneries and packing
houses, they were clustered into specific departments - washing , grading, cutting, canning, and
packing - and their earnings varied with production levels. They engaged in piece work while male
employees, conversely, as warehousemen and
cooks, received hourly wages. 7
Mexicana family and work networks resembled
those found by historian Thomas Dublin in the
Lowell, Massachusetts, mills in the ante-bellum
era. California canneries and New England cotton
mills, though a century apart, contained similar
intricate kin and friendship networks . Dublin's
statement that women "recruited one another . . .
secured jobs for each other, and helped newcomers
make the numerous adjustments called for in a very
new and different setting" can be applied directly
to the Mexican experience. Mexican women, too,
not only assisted their relatives and friends in obtaining employment but also initiated neophytes
into the rigor of cannery routines . For instance, in
the sorting department of the California Sanitary
Canning Company, seasoned workers taught new
arrivals the techniques of grading peaches. "Fancies" went into one bin; those considered "choice"
into another; those destined for fruit cocktail into a
third box; and finally the rots had to be discarded.
Since peach fuzz irritated bare skin, women shared
their cold cream with the initiates, encouraging
them to coat their hands and arms in order to relieve
the itching and to protect their skin from further
inflammation . 8 Thus, as Dublin notes for the Lowell mills, one can find "clear evidence of the maintenance of traditional kinds of social relationships
in a new setting and serving new purposes. " 9
Standing in the same spots week after week,
month after month, women workers often developed friendships crossing family and ethnic lines .
While Mexicanas constituted the largest number of
workers, many Russian Jewish women also found

employment in southern California food processing
firms . 10 Their day-to-day problems (slippery
floors, peach fuzz, production speed-ups, arbitrary
supervisors , and even sexual harassment) cemented
feelings of solidarity among these women , as well
as nurturing an "us against them" mentality in relation to management. They also shared common
concerns , such as seniority status, quotas, wages,
and child care .
Child care was a key issue for married women
who at times organized themselves to secure suitable babysitting arrangements. In one cannery, the
workers established an off-plant nursery, hired and
paid an elderly woman who found it " darn hard
. . . taking care of25 to 30 little ones." During World
War II, some Orange County cannery workers,
stranded without any day care alternatives, resorted to locking their small children in their cars .
These particular workers, as UCAPAWA members ,
fought for and won management-financed day care
on the firm's premises, which lasted for the duration of World War II . 11 Cooperation among women
food processing workers was an expression of their
collective identity within the plants .
At Cal San many Mexican and Jewish workers
shared another bond - neighborhood. Both groups
lived in Boyle Heights, an East Los Angeles working-class community. Although Mexican and Jewish women lived on different blocks, they
congregated at street car stops during the early
morning hours . Sometimes friendships developed
across ethnic lines. These women, if not friends,
were at least passing acquaintances. Later, as UCAPAWA members, they would become mutual
allies. 12
Cannery workers employed a special jargon
when conversing among themselves. Speaking in
terms of when an event took place by referring to
the fruit or vegetable being processed, workers
knew immediately when the incident occurred, for
different crops arrived on the premises during particularmonths. For instance, the phrase "We met
in spinach, fell in love in peaches, and married in
tomatoes" indicates that the couple met in March,
fell in love in August, and married in October. 13
Historians Leslie Tentler and Susan Porter Benson, studying women workers on the east coast,
have also documented the existence of female work
cultures. However, unlike the women Tentler studied, Spanish-speaking cannery workers were not
waiting for Prince Charming to marry them and
take them away from factory labor. Mexican
women realized that they probably would continue

their seasonal labor after marriage . Also in contrast, Benson, delineating cooperative work patterns among department store clerks from 1890 to
1940, asserted that women experienced peer sanctions if they exceeded their "stint" or standard
sales quota. 14 Mexican cannery workers differed
from eastern clerks in that they did not receive a
set salary, but were paid according to their production level. Collaboration and unity among piece
rate employees attested to the strength of the cannery culture. Although increasing managerial control at one level, gender-determined job
segmentation did facilitate the development of a
collective identity among women in varying occupations and of diverse ethnic backgrounds .
Of these work-related networks, the cannery culture appeared unique in that it also included men .
Comprising twenty-five percent of the labor force,
men also felt a sense of identity as food processing
workers . Familial and ethnic bonds served to integrate male employees into the cannery culture .
Mexicans, particularly, were often related to
women workers by birth or marriage . In fact, it
was not unusual for young people to meet their fu ture spouses inside the plants. Cannery romances
and courtships provided fertile chisme which traveled from one kin or peer network to the next. 15

HE CANNERY CULTURE was a curious
blend of Mexican extended families and a
general women's work culture, nurtured by
assembly line segregation and common interests.
Networks within the plants cut across generation ,
gender, and ethnicity. A detailed examination of
the California Sanitary Canning Company further
illuminates the unique collective identity among
food processing workers . Cal San, a one plant operation, handled a variety of crops - apricots and
peaches in the summer, tomatoes and pimentoes in
the fall, spinach in the winter and early spring. This
diversity enabled the facility, which employed approximately four hundred people, to remain open
at least seven months a year. 16
Female workers received relarively little for their
labors due to the seasonal nature of their work and
the piece rate scale . In the Cal San warehouse and
kitchen departments, exclusively male areas , workers received an hourly wage ranging from fiftyeight to seventy cents an hour. On the other hand ,
in the washing, grading, cutting and canning divisions, exclusively female areas , employees earned
according to their production level. t..? In order to
make a respectable wage , a woman had to secure
a favorable position on the line, a spot near the
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chutes or gates where the produce first entered the
department. Carmen Bernal Escobar, a former Cal
San ·employee, recalled:
There were two long tab les with sinks that
you find in old-fashioned houses and fruit
wou ld come down out of the chutes and we
would wash them and put them out on a belt.
I had the first place so I could work for as
long as I wanted. Women in the middle
hoarded fruit because the work wouldn't
last forever and the women at the end reall y
suffered. Sometimes they would stand there
for hours before any fruit would come down
for them to wash . They just got the leftovers. Those at the end of the line hardly
made nothing ."

Although an efficient employee positioned in a favorable spot on the line could earn as much as one
dollar an hour, most women workers averaged
thirty to thirty-five cents. Their male counterparts,
however, earned from $5.25 to $6.25 per day. 19
Though wages were low, there was no dearth of
owner paternal ism. Cal San 's owners , George and
Joseph Shapiro , took personal interest in the firm's
operations. Both brothers made daily tours of each
department, inspecting machinery, opening cans,
and chatting with personnel. Sometimes a favored
employee - especially if young , female, and attractive - would receive a pat on the cheek or a
friendly hug; or as one informant stated , " a good
pinch on the butt." 20
While the Shapiros kept close watch on the activities within the cannery, the foremen and floor
ladies exercised a great deal of autonomous authority over workers . They assigned them positions
on the line , punched their time cards and even determined where they could buy lunch . Of course ,
these supervisors could fire an employee at their
discretion. One floor lady earned the unflattering
sobriquet "San Quentin." Some workers, in order
to make a livable wage, cultivated the friendship
of their supervisors. One favored employee even
had the luxury of taking an afternoon nap. Forepersons also hosted wedding and baby showers for
"their girls ." While these "pets" enjoyed preferential treatment , they also acquired the animostity
of their co-workers. 21
The supervisors (all Anglo) neither spoke nor
understood Spanish. The language barrier contributed to increasing tensions inside the plant , especially when managment had the authority to
discharge an employee for speaking Spanish. Foremen also took advantage oflhe situation by altering
production aards of workers who spoke only Span54
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ish. One foreman , for example , was noted for routinely cheating his Mexicana mother-in-law out of
her ha rd -earned wages. Some women sensed
something was wrong but either could not express
their suspicions or were afraid to do so. Bilingual
employees, cognizant of management's indiscretions , were threatened with dismissal. 2 2 In general,
low wages, tyrannical forepersons , and the " pet "
system prompted attempts at unionization. In 1937
a group of workers tried to establish an American
Federation of Labor union , but a stable local failed
to develop . Two years later Cal Sa n employees renewed their trade union efforts , this time under the
banner of UCAPAWA-CIO. 2 '

HE UNITED CANNERY , Agricultural,
Packing and Allied Workers of America has
long been an orphan of twentieth-century labor history even though it was the seventh largest
CIO affiliate in its day. Probable reasons for thi s
neglect include the union 's relatively short life1937- 1950- and its eventual expulsion from the
CIO on the grounds of alleged communist domination. UCAPAWA 's leadership was left-oriented ,
although not directly connected to the Communist
Party. Many of the executive officers and organizers identified themselves as Marxists , but others
could be labeled New Deal liberals. As one UCAPAWA national vice -pres ident , Luisa Moreno ,
stated , " UCAPAWA was a left union not a communist union. " Union leaders shared a vision of a
national, decentralized labor union, one in which
power flowed from below. Local members controlled their own meetings , elected their own officers and business agents. Nation a l a nd state
offices helped coordinate the individual needs and
endeavors of each local. Moreover, UCAPAWA 's
deliberate recruitment of Black , Mex ican , and female labor organizers and subsequent unionizing
campaigns aimed at minority workers reflected its
leaders ' commitment to those sectors of the working-class generally ignored by traditional craft
unions. 24

T

This CIO affiliate , in its policies and practices ,
closely resembled the nineteenth-century Knights
of Labor. Like the Knights , UCAPAWA leaders
publicly boasted that their organizations welcomed
all persons regardless of race, nationality, creed, or
gender. Both groups fostered grass roots partici pation as well as local leadership. Perhaps it was
no coincidence that the official UCAPAWA motto
"An Injury To One Is An Injury To All " paraphrased the Knights' "An Injury To One Is The
Concern Of All. " 25

In California, UCAPAWA initially concentrated
on organizing agricultural workers, but with limited success. The union, however, began to make
inroads among food processing workers in the
Northeast and in Texas. Because of its successes in
organizing canneries and packing houses, as well
as the inability of maintaining viable dues-paying
unions among farm workers , union policy shifted.
After 1939, union leaders emphasized the establishment of strong, solvent cannery and packing
house locals, hoping to use them as bases of operations for future farm labor campaigns. 26 One of
the first plants to experience this new wave of activity was the California Sanitary Canning
Company.
In July 1939, Dorothy Ray Healey, a national
vice-president of UCAPAWA, began to recruit Cal
San workers. Healey, a vivacious young woman of
twenty-four, already had eight years of labor organizing experience. At the age of sixteen , she participated in the San Jose , California, cannery strike
as a representative of the Cannery and Agricultural
Workers Industrial Union (C&AWIU). Healey had
assumed leadership positions in both the C&AWIU
and the Young Communist League . 27
Dorothy Healey's primary task involved organizing as many employees as possible. She distributed leaflets and membership cards outside the
cannery gates. Healey talked with workers before
and after work, and visited their homes. She also
encouraged new recruits who proselytized inside
the plants during lunch time . As former Cal San
employee Julia Luna Mount remembered, "Enthusiastic people like myself would take the literature
and bring it into the plant. We would hand it to
everybody, explain it , and encourage everybody to
pay attention." Workers organizing other workers
was a common trade union strategy, and within
three weeks four hundred (out of 430) employees
had joined UCAPAWA. This phenomenal membership drive indicates not only worker receptiveness
and Healey's prowess as an activist but also the
existence of a cannery culture. Membership cards
traveled from one kin or peer network to the next.
Meetings were held in workers' homes so that entire
families could listen to Healey and her recruits. 2 8
The Shapiros refused to recognize the union or
negotiate with its representatives . On August 31,
1939, at the height of the peach season, the vast
majority of Cal San employees left their stations
and staged a dramatic walk-out. Only thirty workers stayed behind and sixteen of these stragglers
joined the picket lines outside the plant the next
day. Although the strike occurred at the peak of the
company's most profitable season and elicited the

support of most line personnel , management refused to bargain with the local. In fact , the owners
issued press statements to the effect that the union
did not represent a majority of the workers . 29
In anticipation of a protracted strike, Healey immediately organ ized workers into a number of committees . A negotiating committee, picket details,
and food committees were formed . The strikers'
demands included union recognition, a closed
shop, elimination of the piece rate system, minimal
wage increases , and the dismissal of nearly every
supervisor. Healey persuaded the workers to assign
top priority to the closed shop demand. The striking
employees realized the risk they were taking , for
only one UCAPAWA local had secured a closed
shop contract. 30
The food committee persuaded East Los Angeles
grocers to donate various staples such as flour,
sugar, and baby food to the Cal San strikers. Many
business people obviously considered their donations to be advertisements and gestures of goodwill
toward their customers. Some undoubtedly acted
out of a political consciousness since earlier in the
year East Los Angeles merchants had financed El
Congreso De Pueblos Que Hablan Espafiol, the
first national civil rights assembly among Latinos
in the United States . 3 1 Whatever the roots of its
success, the food committee sparked new strategies
among the rank and file.
Early in the strike , the unionists extended their
activities beyond their twenty-four hour, seven days
a week picket line outside the plant. They discovered a supplementary tactic - the secondary boycott. Encouraged by their success in obtaining food
donations from local markets, workers took the initiative themselves and formed boycott teams . The
team leaders approached the managers of various
retail and wholesale groceries in the Los Angeles
area urging them to refuse Cal San products and to
remove current stocks from their shelves . If a manager was unsympathetic, a small band of women
picketed the establishment during business hours .
In addition, the International Brotherhood of
Teamsters officially vowed to honor the strike. It
proved to be only a verbal commitment, for many
of its members crossed the picket lines in order to
pick up and deliver Cal San goods . At one point
Mexicana union members became so incensed by
the sight of several Teamsters unloading their trucks
that they climbed onto the loading platform and
quickly "depantsed" a group of surprised and embarrassed Teamsters . The secondary boycott was
an effective tactic- forty retail and wholesale grocers abided by the strikers' request. 32
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Luisa Moreno, union leader of the C/O's United Cannery, Agricutural, Packing and Allied
Workers of America, circa 1940.
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Action by the National Labor Relations Board
further raised the morale of the striking employees.
The NLRB formally reprimanded the Shapiros for
refusing to bargain with the UCAPAWA affiliate.
However, the timing of the strike , the successful
boycott , and favorable governmental decisions
failed to bring management to the bargaining table .
After a two and a half month stalemate, the workers
initiated an innovative technique that became, as
Healey recalled , " the straw that broke the Shapiros ' back. " 33
Both George and Joseph Shapiro lived in affluent
sections of Los Angeles , and their wealthy neighbors were as surprised as the brothers to discover
one morning a small group of children condJJcting
orderly picket lines on the Shapiros' front lawns.
These malnourished waifs carried signs with such
slogans as "Shapiro is starving my Mama" and
''I'm underfed because my Mama is underpaid."
Many of the neighbors became so moved by the
sight of these children conducting what became a
twenty-four hour vigil that they offered their support, usually by distributing food and beverages.
. And if this was not enough, the owners were reproached by several members of their synagogue.
After several days of community pressures , the
Shapiros finally agreed to meet with Local 75 's negotiating team. 34 The strike had ended .
A settlement was quickly reached . Although the
workers failed to win the elimination of the piece
rate system , they did receive a five cent wage increase, and ~any forepersons found themselves unemployed. More importantly, Local75 had become
the second UCAPAWA affiliate (and the first on the
west coast) to negotiate successfully a closed shop
contract. 35
The consolidation of the union became the most
important task facing Cal San employees. At poststrike meetings, Dorothy Healey outlined election
procedures and general operating by-laws. Male
and female workers who had assumed leadership
positions during the confrontation captured every
major post. For example, Carmen Bernal Escobar,
head of the secondary boycott committee, became
"head shop steward of the women. " 36 Soon UCAPAWA organizers Luke Hinman and Ted Rasmussen replaced Dorothy Healey at Cal San. These two
men, however, concentrated their organizing energies on a nearby walnut packing plant and, thus,
devoted little time to Cal San workers. In late 1940,
Luisa Moreno, an UCAPAWA representative, took
charge of consolidating Local 75 . Like Dorothy
Healey, Moreno had a long history of labor activism
prior to her tenure with UCAPAWA. As a professional organizer for the AF of L and later for the

CIO, Moreno had unionized workers in cigar making plants in Florida and Pennsylvania. 37
Luisa Moreno helped insure the vitality of Local
75. She vigorously enforced government regulations and contract stipulations . She also encouraged members to air any grievance immediately.
On a number of occasions, her fluency in Spanish
and English allayed misunderstandings between
Mexicana workers and Anglo supervisors. Participation in civic events , such as the annual Labor
Day parade, fostered worker solidarity and union
pride. The employees also banded together to break
certain hiring policies. With one very light-skinned
exception, the brothers had refused to hire blacks .
With union pressure, however, in early 1942, the
Shapiros relented and hired approximately thirty
blacks. By mid-1941, Local 75 had developed into
a strong, united democratic trade union and its
members soon embarked on a campaign to organize
their counterparts in nearby packing plants . 38
In 1941, Luisa Moreno , recently elected vicepresident of UCAPAWA, was placed in charge of
organizing other food processing plants in southern
California. She enlisted the aid of Cal San workers
in consolidating Local 92 at the California Walnut
Growers' Association plant, and Elmo Parra, president of Local 75, headed the Organizing Committee. Cal San workers also participated in the
initial union drive at nearby Royal Packing, a plant
which processed Ortega Chile products . Since
ninety-five percent of Royal Packing employees
were Mexican, the Hispanic members of Local 75
played a crucial role in the UCAPAWA effort. They
also organized workers at the Glaser Nut Company
and Mission Pack. The result of this spate of union
activism was the formation of Local 3. By 1942 ,
this local had become the second largest UCAPAWA union. 39
Mexican women played instrumental roles in the
operation of Local 3. In 1943, for example, they
filled eight of the fifteen elected positions of the
local. They served as major officers and as executive board members. Local 3 effectively enforced
contract stipulations and protective legislation, and
its members proved able negotjators during annual
contract renewals. In July, 1942, for example,
UCAPAWA News proclaimed the newly-signed Cal
San contract to be "the best in the state ." Also, in
1943, workers at the Walnut plant successfully negotiated an incentive plan provision in their contract. The local also provided benefits that few
industrial unions could match - free legal advice
and a hospitalization plan. 40
Union members also played active roles in the
war effm:t. At Cal San, a joint labor-management
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Loca/3 negotiating committee, including Luisa Moreno (jar left in plaid coat) and Carmen
Escobar (second from left with hands around her child) , 1943.

production committee worked to devise more efficient processing methods. As part of the "Food
for Victory" campaign, Cal San employees in creased their production of spinach to unprecedented levels. In 1942 and 1943, workers at the
California Walnut plant donated one day's wages to
the American Red Cross. Local 3 also sponsored a
successful blood drive. Throughout this period,
worker solidarity remained strong. When Cal San
closed its doors in 1945, the union arranged jobs
for the former employees at the California Walnut
plant. 41
The success of UCAPAWA at the California Sanitary Canning Company can be explained by a
number of factors . Prevailing work conditions
heightened the union 's attractiveness. Elements
outside the plant also prompted receptivity among
employees . These workers were undoubtedly influenced by the wave of CIO organizing drives being
conducted in the Los Angeles area. One woman ,
for example , joined Local 75 primarily because her
husband was a member of the CIO Furniture Workers Union .4 2 Along with the Wagner Act, passage
of favorable legislation , such as the Fair Labor
Standards Act , the Public Contracts Act, and the
SS
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California minimum wage laws (which set wage
and hour levels for cannery personnel) , led to the
rise of a strong UCAPAWA affiliate .43 Workers decided that the only way they could benefit from
recent protective legislation was to form a union
with enough clout to force management to honor
these regulations .

ORLD WAR II also contributed to the development of potent UCAPAWA food processing locals, not only in southern
California, but nationwide . To feed U.S. troops at
home and abroad , as well as the military and civilian population of America's allies , the federal
government issued thousands of contracts to canneries and packing houses . 44 Because of this increased demand for canned goods and related
products , management required a plentiful supply
of content, hard-working employees . Meanwhile
the higher-paying defense industries began to compete for the labor of food processing personnel.
Accordingly, canners and packers became more
amenable to worker demands than at any other time

W

in the history of food processing. Thus, during the
early 1940s, cannery workers, usually at the bottom end of the socio-economic scale, had become
"labor aristocrats" due to wartime exigencies. 45
They were in an atypical position to gain important concessions from their employers in terms of
higher wages, better conditions, and greater benefits. As UCAPAWA members, women food processing workers utilized their temporary status to
achieve an improved standard of living .46
Of course, the dedication and organizing skills
of UCAPAWA professionals Dorothy Ray Healey
and Luisa Moreno must not be minimized. While
Healey played a critical role in the local's initial
successes, it was under Moreno's leadership that
workers consolidated these gains and branched out
to help organize employees in neighboring food
processing facilities. The recruitment of minority
workers by Healey and Moreno and their stress on
local leadership reflect the feasibility and vitality
of a democratic trade unionism.
Finally, the most significant ingredient accounting for Local 75's success was the phenomenal degree of worker involvement in the building and
nurturing of the union. Deriving strength from their
networks within the plant, Cal San workers built an
effective local. The cannery culture had, in effect,
become translated into unionization. Furthermore,
UCAPAWA locals provided women cannery workers with the crucial "social space" 47 necessary to
assert their independence and display their talents.
They were not rote employees numbed by repetition, but women with dreams, goals, tenacity, and
intellect. Unionization became an opportunity to
demonstrate their shrewdness and dedication to a

common cause. Mexicanas not only followed the
organizers leads but also developed strategies of
their own. A fierce loyalty developed as the result
of rank and file participation and leadership. Forty
years after the strike, Carmen Bernal Escobar emphatically declared, "UCAPAWA was the greatest
thing that ever happened to the workers at Cal San .
It changed everything and everybody. " 4 8
This pattern of labor activism is not unique. Laurie Coyle, Gail Hershatter, and Emily Honig in
their study of the Farah Strike documented the close
bonds that developed among Mexican women garment workers in El Paso, Texas. Anthropologist
Patricia Zavella has also explored similar networks
among female electronics workers in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, and food processing workers in San
Jose. 49 But while kin and friendship networks remain part of cannery life, UCAPAWA did not last
beyond 1950. After World War II, red-baiting, the
disintegration of the national union, Teamster
sweetheart contracts and an indifferent NLRB
spelled the defeat of democratic trade unionism
among Mexican food processing workers. Those
employees who refused to join the Teamsters were
fired and blacklisted. The Immigration and Naturalization Service, moreover, deported several
UCAPAWA activists, including Luisa Moreno. 5° In
the face of such concerted opposition, Local 3
could not survive . Yet, the UCAPAWA movement
demonstrates that Mexican women, given sufficient opportunity and encouragement, could exercise control over their work lives, and their family
ties and exchanges on the line became the channels
for unionization.
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Bill Ham"'tm . the man who preached strike.

Anne Loftis

One of the more sharply drawn characters in
John Steinbeck's 1936 novel/n Dubious Battle is a
patriarchal figure named London, the head of a
large family and the leader of a group of applepickers . The book's protagonists, two communists
named Mac and Jim, are organizing a strike and
solicit London 's help, knowing that if he decides
to walk out, the rest of the workers will fall into
line behind him . When he does commit himself,
he is chosen by the others to be their chief.
In contrast to the vacillating crowd, London is
calm and decisive . He is, however, not an eloquent
public speaker; in one episode he falters on the platform , but this lapse does not weaken his control
<over his followers . "A power of authority was about
the man," Steinbeck writes. " It could be felt that
he led men as naturally as he breathed." 1 When
Mac realizes that the strike is doomed, he expresses
the hope that London will become a Communist
Party convert and will continue to fight the class
war with him on another front. Winning his allegiance would mean snatching a small victory from
the bloody rout for which the organizers are preparing; but the story ends in the midst of violence,
with the question of London's future unresolved.

In this powerful tale, conflict between strikers
and vigilantes becomes a parable of man's inhumanity to man. The book is very different in tone
from the standard proletarian novel of the 1930s
although it is based on contemporary labor struggles. Steinbeck's biographer, Jackson Benson, has
established the fact that early in 1934 the author
interviewed two men who had been involved in
strikes organized by the Cannery and Agricultural
Workers Industrial Union (CAWIU) 2 of the Communist Party. They described to him the life stories
and recent activities of a number of the union's organizers, focusing on two successful strikes that
had taken place the previous summer in the San
Joaquin Valley: the short Peach Pickers' Strike in
mid-August on the Tagus Ranch and the nearly
month-long Cotton Picker's Strike in October.
There are recognizable traces of these actual incidents and real people in In Dubious Battle. The
experiences of Mac and Jim seem to be derived in
large part from situations in which the CAWIU organizers Pat Chambers and Caroline Decker were
involved in 1933. Cletus Daniel, who has made a
close study of the historical events underlying the
novel, has proposed that the character London was

Anne Loftis is the author and co-author of several books and articles on labor and ethnic
history, including A Long Time Coming: The Struggle to Unionize America's Farm Workers
with Dick Meister (Macmillian, 1977). She is now writing on the literary and documentary
interpretation of labor struggles in California in the 1930s, concentrating on The Grapes

of Wrath.
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based on a lay preacher named Bill Harnett. 3 This
conjecture is supported by the fact that Harnett's
cousin , a young Oklahoman named Cecil McKiddy, was one of Steinbeck's informants.
Steinbeck also seems to have remembered some
of the material from the 1934 interviews or to have
reread his notes when he was writing The Grapes
of Wrath several years later. In describing the
Joads' experience on the Hooper Ranch he used
details about the company store on the Tagus Ranch
where the workers, paid in scrip, were forced to
buy overpriced groceries . Jackson Benson believes
that he was recalling what McKiddy had told him
about Bill Harnett when he created the character of
Jim Casy. Casy, a former evangelist , accompanies
the Joads on their journey from Oklahoma, becomes a strike leader in California, and through his
martyrdom at the hands of vigilantes completes
Tom load's conversion to the labor cause .4
Since fictional characters are essentially the
products of a writer's imagination, we are on uncertain ground in attributing them to real persons .
Bill Harnett may or may not have a direct connection with Steinbeck's two novels . He was , however,
a man who left his mark in the public record . A
good deal is known about him because the historical
events in which he played a prominent part were
significant enough to be thoroughly documented.
Unlike Steinbeck's fictional strike, which occurs in
a political vacuum, the 1933 Cotton Picker's Strike,
the largest agricultural revolt in U .S . history, was
highly publicized . Occurring as it did in the early
months of Franklin D. Roosevelt's first term of
office, the uprising acquired significance as a test
of New Deal legislation and policies . Partly for that
reason it received an unusual amount of attention
from government officials , citizens and the press,
and has been described and analyzed by social scientists and labor historians for half a century. 5
Among participants and observers there are conflicting views of the actions of the strikers, including Harnett, although he seems to have been one of
those larger-than-life figures who was never forgotten by anyone who met him. Aside from his
dramatic appeal as a leader who emerged from obscurity to play a role in an historical event, he is
interesting because of his long and varied career in
California agriculture and for his identity as a member of a distinct social and cultural group.
He has been called an "Okie" - probably inaccurately in view of the pejorative meaning the
word acquired on the west coast. 6 It was apparently
used by a union leader in the Cotton Strike to describe new arrivals from the South Central states
who were acting as scabs 7 and was later applied to
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the Dust Bowl migrants by their detractors. Members of the Harnett family, by contrast, had come
to California twenty years earlier when cottongrowing was first becoming a pa rt of the state 's
farm economy. They were among the trailblazers
acknowledged by Paul Taylor when he noted that
the destitute migrants of 1935 were follow ing
"channels cut historically. " 8
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The Harnett clan had been moving westward in
gradual stages over two generations . According to
family legend, Bill's father left his birthplace in
Georgia after the Civil War to go to Kentucky, then
migrated to Texas , where he married a woman froin
Arkansas. Bill , whose (ull name was Wilson Duffy
Harnett , was born in Texas in 1886. Before the turn
of the century the family crossed the Oklahoma
border to claim a homestead in the Land Rush and
farmed in various parts of that state . In 1913 the
parents came to California and settled in Tulare
County. Three of their six children followed them .
During the first World War Bill took a defense job
at Mare Island , north of San Francisco, returned
to Oklahoma after the Armistice, and in 1924
brought his wife Cynthia and their five children to
live permanently on the west coast. By the mid1930s there were four generations of Hametts over forty individuals altogether, counting in-laws
- in the San Joaquin Valley. 9

When the elderly parents became inactive, Bill,
who was called Wils by his relatives, took over the
direction of the family. An observer described him
as "a tall, lanky, loose-jointed man" whose fingers
were callused by cotton-picking. 10 He appeared
older than his years - he was forty-seven in 1933
- perhaps because he was usually accompanied by
a group of younger brothers , grown sons and neph-

The first Hametts to migrate to California were Bill Ha rnett's parents (left), who came in 1913 and settled in
Tulare County in the San Joaquin Valley. The second
generation to become residents were Bill and his wife,
Cynthia, (right) who came after World War 1.

This well-worn photograph shows Harnett as a young
minister.

ews who worked with him . He had a natural authority of manner and a gift for public speaking,
which he exercised from the pulpit at various times
in his life . Although he did not have much formal
schooling, according to two of his grandsons he
"would quote the Bible from memory, chapter and
verse" and "put the fear of God in you" with his
"fire and brimstone" sermons. 11 He preached on
the side while he earned his living in a variety of
ways.
Like the rest of his family, he had pulled up stakes
and changed jobs a good many times. In Oklahoma
he had farmed, worked on the railroad and in the
oilfields, and been employed as a boilermaker. In

California he and his_sons started with temporary
jobs: irrigating crops, baling alfalfa, and picking
fruit and cotton. In 1927 they tried Oklahoma farming methods in Tulare County by growing cotton
on one-fourth shares, then started a diary business.
When that failed, they turned to sharecropping in
Fresno County. His last attempt to grow his own
crop was in 1932 when the price of cotton was so
low he could not make a profit. 12
The following season, when farm prices began
to rise in response to the Agricultural Adjustment
Act and other New Deal legislation, he and members of his family worked as harvest hands for
wages comparable to those paid during the last
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1927 bi!iboard advertizing the Tagus Ranch where Harnett helped to lead a successful
peach strike in August 1933 .

years of the Hoover administration. Fifteen cents
an hour was the average wage offered by California
growers at the beginning of 1933. On one ranch,
where he put in a ten-hour working day, he was paid
only eleven cents an hour. 13
Harnett was denied any official sanction by the
government to redress his grievances since agricultural workers were not covered by the labor provisions of the newly enacted National Industrial
Recovery Act, which gave workers in industry the
right to organize. 14 He protested this exclusion and
like other California farmworkers in 1933 turned
for help to the Communist Party's Cannery and
Agricultural Workers Industrial Union . The CA66
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WIU led strikes in one crop after another all over
the state, gaining momentum as the season advanced . Whatever the purpose of this drive - a
question that was debated in a court trial two years
later - it was successful , as Cletus Daniel has
noted, because organizers adopted the pragmatic
agenda of the workers. 15 Caroline Decker, the executive secretary of the CAWIU, has said that communist ideology and rhetoric (which appealed to
some of the Mexican strikers who had been nurtured in a revolutionary tradition) 16 were "irrelevant" for Anglos like Harnett. 17 Among the halfdozen or so relatives who followed him into the
CAWIU, only one, his young cousin Cecil Me-

OM ODATIONS
1.
One Mile North

Kiddy, became a party member. Harnett had his
own agenda, which differed from the communist
position on the New Deal. The party opposed the
NIRA , which he regarded as a challenge . In fact,
he once expressed the conviction that the President
himself was encouraging farmworkers to fight for
their rights. 1x Secure in his patriotism , when he
was criticized for belonging to a radical union , he
replied, " . . . What do we care whether we are
Reds or what we are, if we can get our wages
raised?" 19
Harnett joined the CAWIU in late July or early
August, 1933, after being invited to a meeting at
the union 's Tulare office by Pat Chambers, theregional organizer. Chambers , a thirty-one-year-old
former construction worker, then recruited Harnett,
who was working on the Tagus Ranch, to be his
right-hand man in an upcoming peach pickers'
strike . Through careful strategy and advance planning, they organized the seven hundred and fifty
Mexican and Anglo workers on the ranch, which
was run like a company town and was surrounded
by armed guards during the dispute. After pickers
on ranches in other districts followed the Tagus strikers in walking out of the orchards , shutting down
production at the canneries , a speedy settlement
was mediated by the State Director of Industrial
Relations . The peach -picking wage was raised
forty percent, from fifteen to twenty-five cents an
hour, setting a statewide standard. 20
This success led Chambers and Harnett to a far
larger and more ambitious campaign , as Harnett
later explained:
. . . after the Tagus Ranch strike , and with
the strong union we had in the town of Tulare , the cotton-picking situation was taken
up and discussed in the union, and it was
decided we should have as much as a dollar
a hundred/pounds/ for picking cotton on
account of the costs of living was advancing
every day, and it was decided by the union
members we would draw up these demands
and we would take them to the cotton pickers throughout the San Joaquin Valley and
ask them it they wanted to organize with us.
21

When this demand was rejected by the cotton
producers, who set the picking wage at sixty cents
per hundred pounds, the CAWIU leaders made
plans for a strike which would involve more than
12,000 workers in an area roughly -.one hundred
Caroline Decker meeting with Mexican strikers during
the 1933 couon strike in Tulare .
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miles long and thirty to forty miles wide. At the
nightly planning sessions during the two-week
preparation period, Harnett talked alongside
Chambers. On October I, three days before the
walkout was scheduled to begin, delegates from
Kern, Kings and Tulare Counties elected him to be
their leader. 22
Harnett had important qualifications for the position. He was familiar with the region and with a
good many of the individuals on both sides of the
conflict. Having grown cotton in the Valley on
quarter shares, he could be effective in the CAWIU's campaign to persuade small farmers to join
the strikers in opposing the coalition oflarge growers and ginning companies that controlled the industry. He spoke fluently and "colorfully" 23 ; he
estimated later that he made a hundred and twentysix speeches before and during the strike. 24 And
since eighty percent of the cotton pickers were of
Mexican origin, the majority of them aliens subject
to deportation, his American citizenship was an
indubitable asset. There seems to have been a question about whether the Anglos were prejudiced toward the Mexicans and the much smaller number
of black strikers . At first the three groups practiced
segregation, according to Sam Darcy, the west
coast head of the Communist Party monitoring the
strike. Darcy said he persuaded Harnett to appoint
lieutenants from each racial and ethnic group to

Un ion leader Pat Chambers (left) and aide
during the cotton picking strike.
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appear with him on the platform on public occasions , a tactic that broke down barriers between
the workers. 25
On another controversial issue, violence among
the strikers , different viewpoints existed. Clark
Kerr, who observed and wrote about the strike as
a graduate student at the University of California,
remembers that most of the disruption came from
the Mexican strikers under the influence of the
communist organizers. Darcy's recollection is that
Harnett at times disregarded the union's policy of
nonviolence. 26 When the strikers drove out in mobile caravans to circle the ranches and talk the cotton pickers out of the fields, he as leader had the
responsibility to instruct the picket captains, his
nephew Sam among them , to stay off the owners'
property and avoid provoking assault. As the tension mounted day by day, however, verbal ex-

out to. the fields in picket caravans (top) to call their fellow wo•rK,en=
the 1933 cotton strike.
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Armed farmers hiding behinds cars across the street from the union hall in Pixley just
before the shooting began, October 10, /933.

Striker's leaving the local CAWIU union hall in Pixley on October 10, 1933.
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changes between strikers and nonstrikers led to
physical scuffling, during which cotton sacks were
torn and plants trampled. "7 The action of some of
the sheriff's deputies , who followed the caravans
supposedly to keep order, exacerbated the friction. zH Although he later disclaimed anything more
than hearsay knowledge of the incident, Harnett
and members of his clan seemed to have put up
some resistance when farmers tried to break up a
strikers' meeting at Woodville on October 6. 29 A
powerful man, Bill Harnett would have been a formidable adversary in a fist fight. And one of his
sons "had a punch like a mule's kick. " 30
Four days later, Pat Chambers and a crowd of
strikers experienced an attack by armed farmers in
the town of Pixley, about which they had been forewarned. Harnett later described his response
when carloads of men carrying rifles and shotguns
lined up not far from the place where Chambers
was addressing the group . <:;hambers concluded his
speech by saying that it looked as if the streets of
Pixley, like the streets of Harlan County, Kentucky,
were going to run red with blood . Then he and
Harnett led the strikers across the highway and half
a block south to an abandoned garage they used as
a union hall. The armed farmers followed them.

Someone warned Harnett , " Bill, they are coming in the hall." He turned around, walked outside
and told the pursuers not to bring firearms into a
place where women and children were gathered.
He and a Mexican striker grabbed a farmer's gun
and wrestled it away from him. As he seized another man's pistol, a striker named Delfino Davila
rushed up to help him. The firing began and Davila
shouted , " Bill , you better run. They've got me."
When Harnett was asked on the witness stand how
many shots were fired, he replied, " .. . I don't
know.... A man being shot at is not very apt to
count how many shots are being fired at him ...
he is generally running." 3 1
Two men in the crowd , including Davila, were
killed. Eight people, one a woman, were wounded .
On the same day at almost the same hour a striker
was fatally shot and eight others were wounded by
armed growers near Arvin , sixty miles to the
south . 32 Harnett's response to this violence was
more militant than Sam Darcy bargained for.
Darcy asked the Central Strike Committee to prepare " a businesslike demonstration " the following
day. Meanwhile union organizers issued a furious
bulletin: " Disarm the rich farmer or arm the workers for self-defense. " The strikers copied the mes-

After the killings at Pixley and Arvin, Mexican strikers demanded that the local authorities
disarm the cotton growers .
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sage onto placards and Harnett interpreted it
literally. On October II Darcy found "a line of
jalopies reaching as far as the eye could see . ..
organized during the night by Bill Harnett and his
field leaders." From each car protruded "a long,
slim object. .. ." These turned out to be a great
variety of shotguns , rifles and other weapons. 33
With newspapers reporting the October 10 massacre of defenseless workers , the arsenal was hastily removed. Harnett's later recollection was that
a deputy sheriff gave the strikers permission to
store guns in the union hall in Pixley following the
shooting, "but we talked it over among ourselves
and decided ... it was something just laid for us
to get into trouble. "·"
While the news stories brought in outside support, including government food for the strikers,
Harnett was the victim of a local quid pro quo maneuver. Eight farmers were arrested for the shooting at Pixley and then released, pending trial.
Almost simultaneously Pat Chambers, Bill Harnett
and a number of other striker leaders were arrested
and incarcerated. Harnett spent five days in jail in
Hanford with his bai l set high enough "to indicate
that the community wanted him kept there ," as an
interviewer commented later. He himself summed
up the experience: " They put me in jail for thinkin'.
Kind of a social distinction, be in' in jail these
days. " 35
He was released in time to interrogate his opponents at the mediation hearings which had been
called by the governor at the urging of federal of. ficials. At the opening session on October 19 before
a crowd of reporters and spectators in the Visalia
Civic Auditorium, Harnett established his credibility with the three-man fact-finding committee by
the sharp questions he put to the first witnesses. In
cross-examining the representative of the California Cotton Growers Association he exposed the finance company's monopolistic position and its
control over individual farmers who applied for
loans. In questioning an agent of the J .G. Boswell
Company about the price of cotton, he established
the fact that at one point it sold for more than double
the 1932 price. He insisted that working days lost
because of rain be figured into the pickers' average
weekly wage and asked about higher pay for workers who had to provide their own housing. When
an officer of the Pacific Finance Company described himself as a farmer, Harnett asked, "Do
you go out and work in the fields yourself?" To a
cotton grower who claimed "Our pickers have been
happy and healthy - the average picker lives on
from $2 to $2.25/a week/ for his food," he said,
"Do you consider that a fair American standard of
living?" Finally, he appealed to the interest of the
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federal government with his summary declaration:
"In the words of the President of the United States,
any industry which cannot pay a living wage should
close its doors. " 36
Harnett's forte was in attacking the growers' testimony. He seems to have taken no part in the second day of the hearings when Chambers and
Decker interviewed a large number of Mexican and
Anglo strikers about wages and working conditions. He was, however, the key figure in the negotiations that followed, which were conducted by
two men representing the chairman of the fact-finding committee, Professor Ira B. Cross of the Economics Department of the University of California.
They were Paul Taylor, Cross's colleague at Berkeley, and Clark Kerr, Taylor's graduate student assistant, both on the scene gathering material for
their documentary history of the Cotton Strike.
They were authorized to ask Harnett, whom Taylor
described as "a man of experience and understanding," what wage settlement the strikers would accept. Harnett told them they would settle for eighty
cents, a fifty percent wage hike. Taylor, taking into
account the attitude of the growers at the hearings,
advised the Committee to try for a seventy-five cent
settlement. 37 The State Deputy Labor Commissioner then called Harnett to Fresno to discuss the
seventy-five cent proposal. At first both sides refused to compromise, but the federal government
forced the settlement by threatening to cut off food
deliveries to the strikers and loans to the growers
from the Intermediate Credit Bank. 38
Members of the Harnett clan attended a dance to
celebrate the end of the strike, the most significant
of the twenty-one successful strikes waged by the
CAWIU that season. 39 But the festive spirit was
short-lived. The nearly month-long conflict left a
residue of anger and recrimination, and strike leaders were harassed in their own communities. 40 The
settlement specified that strikers should be hired
without prejudice, but Bill Harnett was blacklisted
in Pixley and Tulare and had to travel as far as
Buttonwillow, west of Bakersfield, to find a cottonpicking job that fall. 4 1
As the cotton pickers scattered, the CAWIU
locals in the San Joaquin Valley closed. By the end
of the year only the Tulare office was open and local
businessmen were exerting pressure to shut it
down. In January a communist leader was arrested
and sentenced to thirty days in jail with a $100 fine
for selling party literature out of the office without
a license. 42 Three months later public prosecutors
and Sheriffs' Department personnel in five Valley
counties were joining together to form a clearinghouse for information on communist activity in the

area. 4 ' This type of surveillance was soon to be
coordinated by the Associated Farmers of California whose origin has been traced by Clarke Chambers to a meeting of the Agricultural Subcommittee
of the State Chamber of Commerce held soon after
the end of the Cotton Strike. 44 By the 1934 harvest
season the AF, which included banks, railroads,
utilities and shipping and canning companies with
a financial interest in agriculture, effectively
blocked further disruption by the CAWIU of the
state's multimillion dollar farming industry in a
campaign that linked labor organizing with political subversion. 45
Harnett spoke against this viewpoint in Visalia
at the January trial of the eight farmers charged
with killing and wounding strikers at Pixley three
months earlier. As a key witness for the prosecution, he identified four of the defendants, although
he would not say that he saw any one of them fire
into the crowd. He himself was so rigorously crossexamined by the defense attorneys that it was clear
he was on trial in the community for his CAWIU
activities and allegiance. "I belonged to the strikers," he declared, "but I didn't belong to some of
the other things some people think I do." When the
lawyer asked him point-blank, "Are you a communist?" he replied, "No, I am just a striker." The
cotton pickers had asked that the death penalty be
imposed on the eight defendants, but the jury, after
deliberating three hours, found them not guilty, a
verdict that was greeted with applause in the courtroom.46 In a replay of the legal maneuvers of the
previous October, Pat Chambers , on trial for criminal syndicalism, was released at about the same
time that the farmers were acquitted.
Soon afterward Harnett resumed his pre-strike
role as crew leader and labor contractor for his family. Although the Associated Farmers were keeping
files on union leaders, his recent prominence in the
CAWIU apparently did not prevent him from finding work the following season . He soon added a
few other families, black as well as white, to the
crew of relatives he led on a carefully worked-out
itinerary to harvest crops up and down the state.
Traveling together and camping out in tents by the
side of the road, they arrived in Marysville in May
for the cherry-picking and ended the season in the
San Joaquin Valley cotton fields in the late fall. 47
In 1934 farm wages were higher, partly because
the CAWIU strikes of 1933 had set a standard of
twenty-five cents an hour. The 1934 cotton-picking
wage was ninety cents per hundred pounds. The
following year, however, this gain was eroded by
the flooding into the labor market of thousands of
refugees from the Dust Bowl states. The Hametts

had an advantage over these new arrivals in being
eligible for county services based on residence, but
their earnings in 1935, which amounted to $350
each for two of the families and only half that
amount for a third, 48 were not enough to carry them
over the slack season. They had to apply for WPA
jobs or government assistance to supplement their
income as farmworkers.
Early in the following year, they were visited by
a woman researcher who was gathering information for the Migratory Labor in California survey
cited earlier. She found several families ofHametts,
including Bill and his wife and youngest daughter,
occupying an old hotel in Rolinda, west of Fresno.
She also called on his parents who were living with
other relatives on an unprofitable cotton farm not
far away. They told her their story, which was published in the survey with their names disguised. 49
Bill was the chief spokesman. His pithy remarks
enliven the occasionally pedantic tone of the report.
The Hametts were described in social worker terminology as "a group of skilled, hard-working agricultural laborers, who offer no problems of
delinquency, mental defect, or other attributes undesirable in citizens, who follow a well-organized
work schedule under a shrewd leader, and who contribute an essential service to the State's economic
welfare. " 50
Their predicament elicited an editorial comment.
If a family like this couldn't earn enough to live on,
the "economic system" of California was to
blame. 51 Bill Harnett told the interviewer the same
thing, using a metaphor from his work experience:
if there were plenty of folks ready and willing to
raise food and other folks were still starving, it
didn't take a college education to know there was
something clogging the gin feed. 52
He was proud of his role in the 1933 strikes, but
he distanced himself more decisively than he had
at the farmers' trial from his former radical associates. "Trouble is, Lady," he said, "you start a
nice strike, then the Communists get in on it. Them
fellers don't want to settle anythin' . They just want
to keep stirrin' things up ." 53
Harnett told the interviewer that a year after the
trial in Visalia he had taken the stand in Sacramento
on behalf of the communists . He and his brother
John, his nephew Sam and his cousin Cecil McKiddy, along with other 1933 strikers, had been
subpoenaed by the defense to testify at the trial of
Pat Chambers, Caroline Decker and twelve other
CAWIU organizers. They had been arrested at the
instigation of the Associated Farmers in July, 1934,
during the San Francisco General Strike, and
charged with criminal syndicalism. His demeanor
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in the courtronm had been somewhat cautious; he
had practiced some adroit evasion in answering
questions about his actions during the Cotton
Strike. He had, however, made eloquent statements
that contributed to the argument of the defense that
the communists organizers were carrying out a
mandate from the workers to improve conditions in
the fields.
But the trial on which the Associated Farmers
had spent nearly $14,00054 ended with state prison
sentences for Chambers and Decker and four of the
other defendants. Harnett may have repudiated
them through expediency or because he was committed to a different agenda (harking back to the
alignment, which Clark Kerr noted, between the
communists and the Mexican strikers on the one
hand and the Anglos on the other). 55 Or he may
have been influenced by the prosecutor's arguments
connecting them to revolutionary doctrines incompatible with his own patriotism. What was good in
Russia, he told the social worker, wasn't necessarily "good for us." He invoked George Washington,
Betsy Ross and the American flag to make his position clear before he gave his opinion that something was gravely wrong with the situation that he
was experiencing and observing in California. 56
A few months later with about one hundred and
ninety other farmworkers, he formed an ad hoc
labor organization called the Employees Security
Alliance. The group objected to the twenty cent
cotton chopping rate set by the Agricultural Labor
Bureau and demanded representation at the Bureau's wage-setting meetings. In a reprise of Harnett's 1933 argument, they pointed out the fact that
farm profits had risen, the cost of food had increased, but wages had not gone up . "The same
ranchers who want to hold us to a starvation wage
received subsidies from the government, in addition to the prices for their produce . . .. " This petition was sent to a director of the State Relief
Administration, which was reporting Harnett's
story in its survey. 57
Beginning in 1938 the CIO's newly formed
United Cannery, Agricultural, Packing and Allied
Workers of America (UCAPAWA) became involved in strikes started by the Workers Alliance.
It is not know if Harnett joined the union that succeeded the CAWIU. Although he continued to lead
his group of farm workers around the state, his role
changed.
In the post-Depression years when conditions
improved, he became a licensed labor contractor.
With the 1933 Cotton Strike fading from memory
he was then able to negotiate contracts with largescale cotton growers, including the Boswell and
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Salyer companies. One of his sons ran a labor camp
for Russell Griffin who raised cotton on large tracts
of land on the west side of Fresno. Another son
was on the verge of becoming a successful cotton
grower himself at the time of WWII, but gave up
the enterprise to travel with his father's crews. The
family quit agriculture altogether after the mechanical cotton picker came in during the 1950s .
In his retirement years W.O. Harnett lived in
Fresno where he resumed preaching and became
active in local politics. "He was," said his grandsons, "a man who loved to talk." His last effort,
before his death in the 1960s, was to proselytize
senior citizens in behalf of John and Robert
Kennedy. 5 8
How does Harnett's story fit into the overall picture of agricultural labor unrest projected by contemporary examiners and later historians? Cletus
Daniel, cited earlier, quotes a conclusion reached
by the La Follette Committee after its 1939 hearings in Los Angeles and San Francisco: "The economic and social plight of California's agricultural
labor is miserable beyond belief. " 59 As an epitaph
for a decade of unparalleled farm labor strife , the
statement is ironic indeed . Daniel in his evaluation
of the record assigns much of the blame to the
Roosevelt Administration - toward which Harnett
had directed much of his protest. The government
betrayed the faith of strikers like Harnett when lawmakers under the New Deal, capitulating to the
lobbying of agrarian interests , followed the pattern
set by the National Industrial Reco~ery Act of
1933. In Daniel's words, they "effectively codified
the traditional powerlessness of farm workers" by
excluding them from such landmark reforms as the
National Labor Relations Act, the Social Security
Act, and the Fair Labor Standards Act. 60
There is no question about the federal government's policy of deliberate neglect , but Daniel fails
to mention the compensatory actions, admittedly
far less significant, of state officials during Culbert
Olson's governorship in support of farm labor organizing, such as the tailoring of relief payments
to wage demands of striking workers . It must be
said, however, that the friendly policies of Carey
McWilliams and others in the Democratic Administration in Sacramento did not have as much impact
as was anticipated, mainly because of the problems
encountered by the union that succeeded the
CAWIU.
Both labor contractors and growers had expected
a good deal more from the CIO's organizing campaign in the California fields . Walter Stein, one of
the chief historians of the Dust Bowl migration,

lays the blame for UCAPAWA's dismal record on
the attitude of the Dust Bowl migrants , which he
found to be very different from Steinbeck's portrayal of the Joads in The Grapes of Wrath . He believes that their cultural values were antithetical to
union activity. He cites their great independence,
their tendency to look upon themselves as farmers,
their inclination to side with the agricultural establishment, to reject organizers ' appeals to class consciousness and to repudiate alliances with diverse
radical and ethnic groupsY
The problem with this view is that it suggests that
the union was imposed on the workers . It does not
take into account the fairly numerous instances
Stein also mentions in which strikers, some of them
members of the Workers Alliance, called upon
UCAPAWA for organizational support just as the
participants in spontaneous strikes earlier in the

decade had called on the CAWIU . In the final analysis , the question of whether the Dust Bowl migrants failed the union or vice versa is irrelevant in
the face of the economic and political power of the
state's agricultural industry, in particular the campaigns of the Associate Farmers, whose strikebreaking tactics the La Follette Committee came
west to investigate .
It is equally difficult to categorize Harnett himself, since in his long career in California agriculture he made the transition from small farmer to
farmworker to strike leader and finally assumed a
role as labor contractor that seems diametrically
opposed to his union connections . All that can be
said ultimately is that these various stages were a
part of his long struggle to survive and to win some
autonomy and control over his working conditions
and that of his family and friends.
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Reviews of Western Books
WORKING IN HAWAII: A LABOR HISTORY.
By Edward D. Beechert. (Honolulu, 'Hl: University
ofHawaiiPress, 1985. ix + 40/ pp., biblio., notes,
index . $30)

Anyone investigating Hawaii's transition from a
subsistence society to a modern capitalist one with
private property and a western legal system undergirding it must use Edward Beechert's detailed and
comprehensive analysis. Buttressed by a solid bibliography and meticulous citation, Working in Hawaii focuses on the islands' common laborer from
pre-Cook times to statehood. This labor history
"examines the social relations of production as they
evolved along with the structure of the sugar industry, the political structure of Hawaii, and the
consciousness of the worker" (p. ix). Incapable of
meeting swelling labor demands with domestic
workers, Hawaii's plantation management turned
to immigrant groups. Beechert expands Laurence
Fuchs's social history, Hawaii Pono, that twentyfive years ago supplied us with a polyglot picture
of Hawaii's population. However, it is Beechert's
remarkable three-century examination of labor,
field and urban, for which social scientists will be
grateful.
Native Hawaiians, like American Indians and
indigenous people elsewhere, were reluctant to
abandon their subsistence way of life for low
wages. Because of this the Kingdom of Hawaii 's
government enacted the Masters and Servants Act
in 1850 providing for labor contracts enforced with
penal sanctions . Immigration tended to liberalize
what might have been an ugly coercion of labor.
Furthermore, after 1875 and the Kingdom's Reciprocity Treaty with the United States, the rising
pressure for labor "limited the degree of authoritv
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that plantation owners could exert and certainly
curtailed the extent of abuse which might have
otherwise occurred" (p. 327) . In fact, the Japanese
and Filipinos sent considerable sums of money back
to their homelands. Annexation in 1898 terminated
the penal contract. The rapidity with which Hawaii's laborers thereafter emulated mainland workers and struggled to overcome internal ethnic
barriers, while the planters increasingly mechanized, culminated in C. I. 0. organizing of the
1930s.
Hawaii's modern labor period began as the Second World War faded into history. The militant
I.L.W.U. recognized that Hawaii's Big Five were
the same employers California workers dealt with
as warehousemen . longshoremen, or sugar refiners. Between 1944 and 1958 racial segregation
was eschewed, and the I.L.W.U. "won for longshoremen, pineapple, and sugar workers a respectable share of the wealth these industries produced
and a measure of dignity heretofore lacking in Hawaii's labor relations" (p. 329). Although true in
part, the general post-war prosperity of the United
States clearly fortified the I. L. W. U .'s demands .
To supplant this well-written, carefully-researched Hawaiian labor history may require a team
of historians. For some years to come it would seem
Beechert's analysis-compilation will remain the
first source for those seeking information on labor
in the Fiftieth State prior to 1959.
Ted C. Hinckley

Ted C. Hinckley is Professor of His tory at San Jose
State University and directs the Sourisseau Academy for California State and Local History at the
University. Currently he is completing a history of
Alaska's Tlingit Indians, /800 to /9/3.

THE NEXT TIME WE STRIKE: LABOR IN
UTAH'S COAL FIELDS 1900-1933. By Allan
Kent Powell. (Logan, UT: Utah State University
Press, 1985. xix + 272 pp ., illus., notes, appendixes, index. $17.95)

This work blazes no new conceptual ground
either in labor history or the history of the American West , but it does fill in missing details by
chronicling the story of organized labor in Utah 's
coal fields.
Powell, who holds a Ph.D. from the University
of Utah and is employed by the Utah State Historical Society, relates the thirty-year struggle by coal
miners to unionize with the United Mine Workers
of America. Their efforts finally bore fruit in 1933.
The remarkable fact is that they were able to organize in a state known for its agrarian economy, lack
of a large mining industry, and Mormon antipathy
to organized labor.
For many readers the most useful chapters will
be "A Legacy of Labor and Coal," which contains
a fine summary of the Utah labor movement prior
to 1935 and the state's coal industry, and " The Winter Quarters Mine Disaster," a poignant account of
the tragedy that struck on May I , 1900, near Schofield and cost two hundred men their lives in what
was then the most disastrous mine explosion in the
history of the United States. In this chapter Powell
abandons the institutional focus so evident in other

chapters to relate the lives of the victims and their
families , many of whom were recent immigrants
from Europe. It is a moving vignette of social and
ethnic history. Most other chapters contain details
of interest only to students of Utah history or the
history of the United Mine Workers of America.
Powell claims that little has been published on
Utah labor history or the history of coal mining in
the West, apart from the 1913- 1914 strike in Colorado . True enough, but the picture is not quite as
bleak as Powell presents it. He cites several masters
theses and doctoral dissertations, but seems unaware of the several scholarly studies of coal miners
in the state of Washington . Moreover, Powell seems
unaware of the conceptual insights that have been
offered during the past decade by labor historians
Herbert Gutman and David Montgomery. The result is that The Next Time We Strike focuses so narrowly (but competently) on events in Utah that the
author seems unconcerned about providing the kind
of conceptual framework that would give his work
a larger significance.
Carlos A. Schwantes

Carlos A. Schwantes is Associate Professor of History and Director of the Institute for Pacific Northwest Studies at the University of Idaho . He is the
author of Coxey's Army (1985) and a number of
labor studies.
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THE MAKING OF A TOWN: WRIGHT,
WYOMING. By Robert W. Righter. (Bou lder, CO :
Robert Rinehard, Inc . Publishers, 1985. x + 203
pp. , i/lus., notes, bib/io ., index . $19.50)

If one were looking for the most unlikely place
in America to found a new town, the Powder River
Basin of Wyoming would certainly be very high on
the list of ineligible sites . Flat, treeless, arid, and
unending, with winters that "commence in October
and stretch neverending until May" (p. 1), theregion is only barely suited to ranching, much less
farming or urbanization. Nonetheless, this is exactly where Wright, Wyoming, a corporate new
town, grew up in the mid-1970s. Robert Righter
argues that it grew out of the necessities of the
international energy market and federal energy policy, which put a premium on abundant and clean
western coal to supplement what seemed like a failing petroleum supply. To fill this need, the Atlantic
Richfield Corporation moved to mine the fabu lously rich Wyodak coal seam in Wyoming. To
exploit this resource , ARCO required a stable labor
force , and a new town seemed one way to provide
employees with an incentive to remain on the job
despite the harsh natural surroundings and the nonexistent human ones.
The result is a hybrid of an old fashioned company town and a British new town. The book is also
a hybrid of urban, western and corporate history.
It is also an able one. The short history of Wright
is placed squarely in the proper contexts of new
town and planning history, company town history,
western boom town history and urban history. Although not all of these disciplines are equally well
served, the book pulls together the essential threads
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of the story in a convincing fashion. Among other
matters , the author discusses the motives for founding the town , the problems of overwhelming corporate dominance, the demands of community, the
influence of the lonely landscape and harsh climate, the ultimately successful drive for self-government, and the popular desire for more
amenities. Since the book was commissioned by
ARCO, it could have been very difficult for a
professional historian to write. However, Professor
Righter deals even handedly with both the subject
and the sponsor. None of the complexities of new
town building is omitted, nor does the author refrain
from criticizing the company. Yet he is not afraid
to praise the corporation either.
The only real problem with the book is its short
time span. The future of a one-industry town is
always problematic, especially when the one industry is coal and when the price structure that
made coal economical again is disintegrating .
Since Wright has neither stood nor failed the test
of time, one is entitled to wonder about the larger
significance of this very interesting book. A decade
in the life of a 1,600-person community may be
fascinating, but of necessity it leaves unanswered
many larger questions about town building, the
West, the energy crisis and urban history.
Roger W. Lotchin

Roger Lotchin is the author of San Francisco, 184656: From Hamlet to City . A professor of history at
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill , he
is currently working on a study of the relationship
between urban and military development.

MCNARY OF OREGON. By Steve Neal (Portland, OR: Western Imprints, The Press of the Oregon Historical Society, /985. xiii + 249 pp., illus.,
biblio ., index. $/7.95)

According to Steve Neal's biography, Charles
McNary was a dominating, popular political figure
in Oregon and an effective United States Senator.
Appointed to the Senate in 1917, he served in that
body until his death in 1944. He supported the
League of Nations, worked for conservation and
reclamation legislation , and gave his name to the
McNary-Haugen farm relief bill which was twice
vetoed by President Coolidge, but which was the
"forerunner of the anti -depression measures of
Franklin D. Roosevelt's New Deal" (p. 106). From
1933 until his death he was minority leader in the
Senate. Although generally progressive in his record, as minority leader he was a link between the
progressive and standpatter wings of his party
while at the same time retaining warm personal ties
with President Franklin Roosevelt. A 1930 survey
of Washington newspaper correspondents voted
him the "most popular Senator," and he was a master parliamentarian. Author Neal views him as neither liberal nor conservative, but rather as a
pragmatist who was a man of compassion . In 1940,
McNary was the Republican vice-presidential
candidate.
This biography emphasizes McNary's Senate career and brushes over his youth, his early career,
and his personal life . Nor is much information
given on his Oregon political organization and ties,
except for detailed information on his election
races.

Neal, who has written on Wendell Willkie, Tom
McCall, and the Eisenhower family, states that he
has worked on this biography since 1965. The book
is well researched from the McNary Collection in
the Library of Congress, from family material,
from contemporary newspapers, and from other
manuscript and printed sources. The work, however, lacks footnotes or any other type of citations,
even for direct quotes, of which there are many.
Unfortunately this detracts from the book's value,
and whoever made this decision did the author, and
McNary, a disservice. Without the citation of direct
evidence, some of the author's more enthusiastic
(and questionable) assertions remain unsupported.
It remains undemonstrated, at least to this reviewer,
that it was McNary who had the greatest role in
blocking FDR's court-packing plan in 1937, and
who gave the President indispensable support on
the destroyers-for-bases deal in 1940. It might also
be pointed out that the author errs in stating that
the Willkie-McNary ticket scored a "near sweep"
of the Midwest in 1940; in fact Roosevelt received
the majority of electoral votes of that region.
In the final analysis , this is an informative, wellwritten political biography. It is detailed but reads
well; it is fully researched but the absence of citations reduces its value.
Jerome E. Edwards

A professor of history at the University of Nevada,
Reno, Dr. Edwards is the author of Pat McCarran:
Political Boss of Nevada.
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PUBLIC DOMAIN, PRIVATE DOMINION: A
HISTORY OF PUBLIC MINERAL POLICY IN
AMERICA. By Carl J. Mayer and George A. Riley. (San Francisco, CA: Sierra Club Books, 1985.
340 pp., biblio., index. $25)

The federal government now owns land containing 85% of our nation's oil reserves, 40% of our
natural gas, 35% of our uranium, 30% of our coal
and 95% of our geothermal potential. This book
traces our management problems from Jefferson's
day to our own. The initial step was to lease lead
mines in Missouri and Illinois, successfully so until
sabotaged by those who did not want to pay the
fees. Congress took no future action until the Civil
War. Later came fundamental legislation in the
Mining Law of 1872, most of which is still in effect.
It declared that almost all minerals on federal land
were open to free exploitation by filing a claim on
it and doing a minimum amount of annual work or
by purchasing the claim for $2.50 to $5.00 an acre.
This was supposed to benefit the small prospector
but mostly it helped corporate enterprise.
Coal was a special problem addressed in the Coal
Lands Act of 1873, authorizing the sale of as much
as a section for $10.00 to $20.00 an acre . Wholesale frauds caused Theodore Roosevelt to withdraw
66,000,000 acres of coal land from entry. Congress
changed the law in 1920 and 1976 to protect this
resource more effectively. The latest controversy
was in 1983 over several large sales made by Secretary of the Interior James Watt. Congress banned
further sales until it reconsidered the question.
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President Taft stopped free exploitation of oil on
federal land by withdrawing much of it from such
use. The Mineral Lands Leasing Act of 1920 finally
gave the Secretary of the Interior full control over
the situation. He was to limit access in times of
overproduction and otherwise help rationalize the
oil industry. At first this measure was supported
chiefly by the large companies but in recent times
its advocates have mostly been the small independents. Federal oil leases on the outer continental
shelf started in the early 1950s, and by the late
1960s serious controversies began. Major experiments in the use of oil shale on federal lands began
in the 1970s but were abandoned as uneconomical
in the 1980s.
Through the 1950s, this valuable historical narrative is clear, thorough, well balanced, impartial
and based on both primary records and secondary
material. Typical of the extensive documentation
is the average of eight footnotes to the page in chapter three. In discussing more recent events the authors attempted to maintain their impartiality, but
their account would please a conservationist more
than an exploiter.
WilliamS. Greever

William S. Greever, Prof£ssor and Chairman of
History Emeritus at the University of Idaho, is the
author of Arid Domain: The Santa Fe Railway and
Its Western Land Grant.

U. S. FOREST SERVICE GRAZING AND
RANGELANDS: A HISTORY. By William D.
Rowley. (College Station: Texas A & M University
Press, 1985. 270 pp., illus., tables, notes, biblio .,
index . $29.95)

William Rowley has produced with this volume
the strongest historical work on grazing in the National Forests to date. Its effectiveness lies in its
richness of detail; that in turn rests upon the firm
ground of detailed primary material. Very extensive research in the History Section of the U. S.
Forest Service, in the several western archives with
grazing collections, and selectively in the papers of
key individuals allows Rowley to pursue avenues
of research only touched on by previous authors on
public lands grazing, such as William Voigt, Jr., in
his Public Grazing Lands: Use and Misuse by Industry and Government (1976).
While this is a study rich in detail, to the point
that serious students of both public lands and grazing will have little trouble spotting new source leads
in almost every chapter, the total effect is one of
narrative rather than interpretation . Even if this approach does satisfy the historian's charge to provide
a balanced point of view, no matter how complex
the answers- in Rowley's case, it serves well books as close to their sources as this one run the
danger of collapse if they Jack a focus. Chronology
provides the only clear direction here, and the only
thesis apparent is to tell the story of grazing within
the Forest Service. Additionally, although Rowley's
writing style is clear enough, it is also rather
wooden. Compare, by way of.contrast, William De
Buys's penetrating coverage ofpost-WW II Forest
Service stock reductions and greater commitment
to multiple-use in his Land of Enchantment, Land
of Exploitation (1985) to Rowley 's almost rote recitation of legislation and pro-con arguments .
These criticisms amount to a certain disappointment with what this book could have been, but they

should not be seen as condemnation. From the creation of the Forest Reserves in 1891 and the General
Land Office 's opening them to grazing ( 1897)
through environmentalist pressures on the service
for healthier National Forest and Grassland systems
in the 1970s, Row ley's history leaves out little. Two
particular running themes are the fee controversy
and range (ecological) research pioneered by the
Forest Service in quest of the grail of effective longterm resource management.
The book also describes how the social mission
of the early Forest Service ("the greatest good for
the greatest number") eventually foundered, as
new permittees threatened resources and destabilized larger operators who had to make room for
them. Nor does Rowley shy from amassing evidence for the obvious critique: that the early years
saw overstocking at a level which has left the present ecology of most forests damaged, and that
rather than insisting on reductions to the carrying
capacity of native species, the Forest Service has
instead been influenced by western stockmen and
their political representatives to bring carrying capacity up to stock numbers through artificial manipulation of the range. Presumably the service
made such decisions because of humanitarian concerns as well as the perennial threat of Sagebrush
Revolt. The result was to endanger the health of
many National Forests and serve the interests of
only one kind of user. Rowley says this - he just
does not say it as forcefully as his own evidence
appears to warrant.
Dan L. Flores
Associate Professor of History at Texas Tech University, Dan Flores is working on the environmental
history of the American West and nineteenth century exploration and fur trade . He is the author of
Jefferson and Southwestern Exploration (1984)
and Journal of an Indian Trader: Anthony Glass
and the Texas Trading Frontier (1985) .
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YELLOWSTONE: A WILDERNESS BE SIEGED. By Richard A. Bartlett. (Tucson, AZ:
University of Arizona Press, 1985 . xiv + 437 pp.,
ill us., notes, biblio., index. $24.95)

The title of this book conveys the author's conviction that our first national park has continually
been battered by a host of political and economic
forces since its creation in 1872. Drawing upon
twenty years of research , many interviews , and his
own familiarity with the region , Bartlett attempts
to examine Yellowstone to the present day, and
place its story within that " of a rapidly changing
nation " (p. xii). The result is a book which strips
away the glitter and pageantry of this most revered
national treasure .
The driving influence behind the establishment
of Yellowstone and its early years was the Northern
Pacific Railroad. The NP advertised this "Wonderland," carried thousands to its borders , and attempted to establish a monopoly on its services .
Missouri Senator George Vest, "the Senate's selfappointed protector of Yellowstone ," thought the
NP could become too selfish, placing hotels and
telegraph lines where it wished , disregarding scenic
views (p. 139). His Congressional resolution denounced the company's power, and the NP was
forced to build its concessions through subsidiary
firms. In the end, however, park officials saw that
only big capital could serve the multitudes .· This
gave birth to the modern practice of awarding concessionaires a monopoly. It was preferable to keep
the public happy, even if corporations earned big
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profits . Business and pleasure developed an intimate relationship in Yellowstone, under the watchful eye of the National Park Service.
The author pays substantial attention to park officialdom, rules and regulations , and construction
of Yellowstone's " infrastructure, " but sees government in a defensive role. Railroad companies , promoters, crusaders for irrigation, poachers, tourists,
and various political figures are seen as the aggressors . The U. S. Army and National Park Service, with inadequate funds, could only do their
best to keep in check those who would spoil this
famous experiment in American conservation.
Bartlett provides ample material for those interested in the park's rich past. Explorers, architects,
colorful superintendents, and eccentric travelers
are examined throughout, often in fascinating detaiL At times, however, the author's own enthusiasm for the park 's history leads to an overbearing
amount of detaiL In addition , the book suffers from
poor organization . Similar topics arise in different
chapters , instead of being woven into a succinct
narrative. Bartlett's bias against the besiegers can
be detected too . But this is no history of black and
white hats in Yellowstone. It is a story that skillfully
blends the desires of ent repreneurs in a natural
wonderland with the ideals of its guardians, intent
on preserving this national park far into the future.
Mark W T Harvey

Mark Harvey is interested in American conservation and reclamation history of the twentieth century. He is an assistant professor of history at North
Dakota State University, Fargo.

THE BIRTH OF THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE: THE FOUNDING YEARS, 1913-33. By
Horace M. Albright as told to Robert Cahn. (Salt
Lake City, UT: Howe Brothers, 1985. xii + 340
pp ., illus., notes, index. $19.95)

Horace M. Albright's long career in conservation
spans the twentieth-century. Born in 1890, by the
time he was in knee breeches he was enjoying the
Sierra Nevada west of his California boyhood home
of Bishop. At UC Berkeley, he fell under the influence of Will Colby, Francis Farquhar, W. F. Bade,
and Joseph LeConte, Jr., all men of learning and
active in the Sierra Club. A series of events led him
to Washington in 1913, where he soon became Assistant Director of the National Park Service at the
tender age of twenty-four. With Director Stephen
Mather periodically ill, young Albright's political
agility was tested, but he always landed on his feet.
Washington was not to his liking, and when an opportunity arose to become Superintendent of Yellowstone, he took it. When Director Mather
resigned in 1929, having suffered a debilitating
stroke, Albright reluctantly moved into the head
position.
During his tenure as Director, he worked successfully to expand and to strengthen the National
Park System. Albright resigned his post in August
of 1933 to pursue a career in private industry as
head of the United States Potash Company. However, as he put it, "in my heart I never left."
This autobiographical account, while skillfully
written by Robert Cahn, does not offer a great deal
of new information. Some years ago, Donald
Swain's biography, Wilderness Defender: Horace
M. Albright and Conservation, presented a professional and realistic appraisal of Albright's career.
Nevertheless, this new volume, which includes rna-

terial available elsewhere, is more accessible, and
it is an engaging and entertaining story.
Like any memoir, recalled after so many years,
there are bound to be inaccuracies . Robert Cahn
was struck by Albr ight's "almost superhuman
power of recall." Yet, Albright was not infallible.
For instance, surely the struggle to save Jackson
Hole (Grand Teton National Park) was one of Albright's greatest accomplishments. Yet in recalling
Rockefeller's 1942 letter to Interior Secretary Harold Ickes, in which the scion of wealth threatened
to sell his land if the federal government did not
accept it, Albright states that "neither Rockefeller's
aides nor I believed he was actually planning to
dispose of the land" (p. 322). In 1975, however,
Albright informed this reviewer that Rockefeller
did not bluff, and that he would have sold the land.
This memoir, then, may not provide the final
answers, but it does give us a wonderful glimpse
of the past. Within this book the reader will find an
enjoyable, entertaining and enlightening story, full
of Washington politics, Yellowstone tales , presidential anecdotes, and above all, the heady optimism of a young agency full of idealism and
promise.
Robert W. Righter

Robert W Righter is an associate professor of history at the University of Wyoming where he teaches
American West and environmental history. He is the
author of Crucible For Conservation, a study of the
battle to establish Grand Teton National Park. Most
recently he published The Making of a Town : .
Wright, Wyoming, the story of a new town in the
American West. Presently he is conducting research
for a book on the history of wind energy in the
United States.
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DESERT PASSAGES: ENCOUNTERS WITH
THE AMERICAN DESERTS. By Patricia Nelson Limerick. (Albuquerque, NM : University of
New Mexico Press, 1985 . 218 pp ., notes, biblio .
$22 .50 cloth, $12.95 paper)

The Spaniards were the first white men to encounter "these desert," as they called vast stretches
of the Southwest and Great Plains in the sixteenth
century. Some three hundred fifty years later the
American explorers Zebulon Montomery Pike and
Stephen H. Long helped fix the idea of the desert
in the American mind for several generations. They
only knew first hand about the region between the
ninety-eighth meridian and the Rocky Mountains .
A short time later John Charles Fremont added the
even more arid Great Basin to the dimensions of
the Great American Desert.
Throughout most of the nineteenth century the
desert, or deserts, proved the greatest obstruction
to American expansion. To thousands of overland
travellers it represented a place to cross, where
hardships went past adventure and into ordeal and
even death. "The desert passage was an experience
of vulnerability, discouragement, exhaustion, and,
at the end, triumph and relief" (p : 167). Mining
would later give the desert a new value and a region
to get things out of rather than an obstacle to getting
from one livable place to another. That, plus irrigation, railroads, superhighways, air conditioning,
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military installations, and so-called "developers"
would add the false impression that conquest of the
desert at last had become reality.
In this well written and carefully researched
book, a young historian traces the development of
American attitudes toward the Far West through the
mid-nineteenth century writings of John Charles
Fremont, Mark Twain, William Manly, and William Ellsworth Smyth . On the other hand, the ideas
of four twentieth century travellers - George
Wharton James, John Van Dyke, Joseph Wood
Krutch , and Edward Abbey - provide a record of
understanding and appreciation in contrast to the
aforementioned "desert haters."
Patricia Nelson Limerick has a hard act to follow
at the University of Colorado as successor to the
late, great Robert Athearn . But she is off to a good
start in this, her first book, and demonstrates a
natural talent for turning a beautiful phrase and
constructing clear and concise narrative. That she
will be heard from as a distinguished writer and
western historian in the near future is a fairly certain prediction.
W. Eugene Hollon

A past president of the Western History Association,
Eugene Hollon is the author of Great American
Desert ( 1966) and Southwest Old and New ( 1961 ).

THE AMERICAN WEST IN FILM: CRITICAL APPROACHES TO THE WESTERN. By
Jon Tuska. (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1985.
xix + 303 pp ., illus., notes, biblio. , index . $29 .95)
For decades historians of the West and the western movie have maintained an uneasy relationship.
What, after all, is the western and what is its place
in historical studies? Are western films to be viewed
in the context of western reality ? As the unique
vision of an auteur? As allegories laden with myth
and symbol? Or perhaps as the bearers of structural
oppositions? In a wide ranging survey, Jon Tuska
deals with these questions and more in his latest
work on the West's filmic image.
The scope of Tuska's book is reflected in its
structure, with two chapters devoted to western
film theory, six to western auteurs, six more to
"frontier legends," and two concluding chapters
on women and Indians in westerns. Within this general framework Tuska sets out to " defantasize" the
western, "keeping historical reality at all times as
the basic standard against which to measure the
degrees of deviation and by this means to begin to
understand the motivations behind the calculated
distortions."
This is certainly one way to look at western movies, and Tuska easily documents that few of these
films are historically accurate. He is Jess successful
in dealing with the more important aspect of his
inquiry, the "motivations" for the "systematic and
calculated" divergences from reality. Apart from a
passing reference to "the patriarchy" we find little
about the "system" (studios?, a cabal of auteurs?,
capitalism?) that " calculates" the distortions and
Jess about its motives.
Moreover, Tuska's use of historical reality as an
evaluative criterion becomes in his hands more
dogma than methodology. To him, those critics

who view westerns as aesthetic constructs, as entertainments reflecting societal assumptions , or as
myths are not employing different perspectives;
they are simply wrong ("Indians are not mythical,"
is Tuska's terse dismissal of the "western as myth"
school.) He further suggests that it be "required of
filmmakers . . . to be truthful not only to the period
and place but to the people as well." Failure to
follow this dictum will yield a film that must be
" classed as a form of racist propaganda."
Although Tuska begins his book with a rejection
of empir icism, he obviously believes that "the
facts" (with some embellishment) are sufficient for
a successful Hollywood western. Ironically, his
chapters on the "frontier legends" illustrate precisely the opposite. For example, the generally accepted facts of Billy the Kid's biography provide a
thin reed indeed upon which to hang an historically
reconstructed narrative. Clearly historical facts can
serve as raw material for plot, but the structuring
of this material into a narrative that provides theme,
characterization, and causal relationships will
inevitably carry the filmmaker into areas Tuska
could only condemn as fantasy.
At bottom, The American West in Film is a plea
for defantasization of the western film, Jess gratuitous film violence, and deeper understanding of
Native Americans and women. Certainly, apart
perhaps from defantasization, few people would
object to these goals. Unfortunately, in The American West in Film Tuska's highly prescriptive cure
seems worse than the disease.
C. Sheldon Thorne

C. Sheldon Thorne is a professor of history at
Golden West College, Huntington Beach, California, where he teaches classes in United States history and cinema history.
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THE OLD ARMY: A PORTRAIT OF THE
AMERICAN ARMY IN PEACETIME 17841898. By Edward Coffman (New York, NY: Oxford
University Press, 1986. ix + 524pp ., illus., notes,
index. $35)

Edward M . Coffman's The Old Army, A Portrait
of the American Army in Peacetime, 1784-1898 is
an exceptional book that depicts excellent scholarship, readability, organization, and an impressive
understanding of the American Army and army
people during the numerous years of peacetime.
This volume compares favorably with the American military histories of Robert Utley and Paul Prucha - it definitely adds new and important
dimensions to those volumes. The statistics on
where most enlisted men were recruited, the sectional imbalances in the officers' corp, and the
large desertion rates during different periods in the
army's evolution are three of many examples.
Coffman's organization of The Old Army is both
efficient and wise. After introducing the reader to
an overall view of the peacetime army from 1784
to 1812, he divides his chapters into in-depth discussions on officers, women and children , and en1is ted men between 1815-1860 and then between
1865 and 1898 . The last chapter, "Tatto," is a concise summation . In using this organization the author vividly portrays the numerous changes in the
army structure- some of which were surprisingly
opposed by some veterans and their spous~s. Although concentrating on the army and army people, Coffman does not present his subject in a
microcosm. He points out civilian regard and the
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lack of it for the army and compares aspects of
military and civilian life, including alcoholism,
prohibition, and sexual mores just to mention a few
of the more intriguing sections of the chapters.
Especially interesting are the attitudes of army
people toward food, quarters or the lack thereof,
medical practices, educational reforms, recreation,
and even religion. Surprisingly the reader learns
that officers specifically but sometimes also enlisted men at different times received compensations in pay and benefits equal to or slightly above
those of civilians. It was also interesting to learn
that some army physicians were as well or better
trained than their civilian counterparts, and that the
army seriously attempted to weed out unqualified
doctors . Also provocative are the two chapters on
women and children. The author shows a remarkable empathy for these subjects .
The Old Army is "must reading" for nineteenth
century historians - not those only interested in
the military - for it adds materially to the social
history of the United States. Furthermore, it is superbly documented with a comprehensive bibliographical essay. The book will also appeal to the
general public . It is most readable. The Old Army
is a remarkable volume.
Emmett M . Essin

Emmett M. Essin is Professor of History and Director of Developmental Studies, East Tennessee
State University. His research interests are in the
nineteenth century Indian-fighting army.

THE INDIAN RIGHTS ASSOCIATION: THE
HERBERT WELSH YEARS 1882-1904. By William T. Hagan . (Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona
Press, 1985. xi + 301 pp., illus., notes, biblio.,
index. $21.95)

Following an 1882 visit to the Sioux reservations, Herbert Welsh, with the help of other elite
Philadelphians, organized the Indian Rights Association (IRA). Dedicated to "civilizing the Indian" and fighting injustice toward Indians, this
organization within two decades became one of the
most influential organizations concerned with "the
Indian question." Professor Hagan's book de scribes the process through which Herbert Welsh,
with his focused determination and abundant free
time, took it upon himself to set the association's
agenda and make the IRA a force politicians could
not take lightly. By charting how Welsh and the
association marshaled their Christian brethren on
the Indians' behalf, Hagan examines the IRA's
emergence as a leading voice in defending these
governmental wards from outside exploitation.
Relying primarily upon the association's own
papers, Hagan documents how much of the IRA's
success resulted from its philosophy of acculturating the Indian into white society. The association
advocated Indian education, conversion to Christianity, and the acceptance of smaller Indian reservations. This last objective resulted from the
association's belief that the increasing number of
white settlers made it inevitable that unused reservation land would be opened for settlement. However, as Hagan makes clear, the idea of
automatically reducing the reservation following
severalty allotments was not a hard and fast rule.
In California, the association also fought to ensure

the legality of mission Indian land claims, and in
at least one instance, the extension of tribal lands.
Hagan argues that under Herbert Welsh the IRA
proved both energetic and flexible, as shown in the
association's response to the Wounded Knee Massacre. The IRA believed that the ghost dancers represented the " traditional" faction among the Sioux
and had little sympathy for their ceremonies or aims
since they retarded progress . Hagan documents
how the association was caught off guard when the
massacre occurred, but quickly interceded on the
victims' behalf, raising $1,000 for them . The IRA
also used the incident to convince the Harrison
Administration that the time had come to extend
civil service to include more Indian service
employees.
During the 1890s Herbert Welsh began to devote
less time to the IRA as he became involved with
other crusades. Indeed, by 1904 Welsh was devoting almost all of his time to other projects, such as
anti-imperialism and clean government. With
Welsh's attention focused on these other issues, the
author argues that the IRA found itself less and less
able to take the initiative in Indian matters. Yet, to
the end of Welsh's reign in the IRA, Indians continued to rely on the association in times of trouble.
What Hagan has done with this book is to put an
important Indian reformer, and the group he led,
into its historical context. It is a noteworthy and
scholarly contribution, one which will be much
appreciated.
Michael 1. Mullin

Michael Mullin is a Ph.D. candidate in history at
the University of California, Santa Barbara. His
specialty is Indian-white relations .
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FOR HONOR & COUNTRY: THE DIARY OF
BRUNO DE HEZETA. Translated and annotated
by Herbert K. Beals (Portland, OR: Oregon Historical Society, 1985. xxiii + 167 pp., illus., appendixes, notes, biblio., index. $19.95) THE
WRECK OF THE SV. NIKOLAI: TWO NARRATIVES OF THE FIRST RUSSIAN EXPEDITION TO THE OREGON COUNTRY, 18081810. Edited by Kenneth N . Owens; translated by
Alton S. Donnelly. (Portland, OR : Oregon Historical Society, 1985. xv + 110 pp ., appendix, notes,
index . $14.95)

These two books both deal with maritime adventures of the Pacific Coast of North America, but
they differ in style and importance. The first is dull
but significant; the second is colorful but
conjectural.
Herbert Beals has introduced, translated, annotated, and prepared the maps of Bruno de Hezeta's
diary. It is the first full-length English translation
of Hezeta's five-and-one-half months' return voyage from San Bias in Mexico to latitude 49° IO'N
off the coast of present-day British Columbia in
1775. Hezeta's words do not convey vivid impressions of his (Caucasian) discovery of the Columbia
River, of the first landing of white men in the Pacific Northwest south of Alaska, and of his clash
with the native Americans . Where the text is most
instructive is in recording the details of the daily
routine of seamanship and the pressures of command decisions off an unknown coast. Beals' useful
introduction gives the significance of the voyage in
the context of the Spanish discoveries of western
North America and his brief appendix on the art of
seamanship in Hezeta's day is a gem.
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The Sv. Nikolai (St. Nicholas) was a ship belonging to the Russian American Company that
was wrecked on the Olympic Peninsula in 1808.
The purpose of the voyage was to explore the Oregon coast to discover fur trading opportunities and
to establish a post if the trade promised profit. Following the wreck, the ship's crew was captured by
the Indians, underwent a series of adventures, and
was finally ransomed in 1810. The tale is an exciting one drawn from two disparate sources: a literary
record kept by Timofei Tarakanov, a ship's officer,
and a Quileute oral tradition written in 1934. Scholars will appreciate the editor's historical introduction and the helpful annotations, but will recognize
that there are some aspects of the work that are
possible, even plausible, but still unproved . The
original journal is missing. What is translated is a
contemporary Russian rewriting of Tarakanov's
original that the writer asserted was faithful to Tarakanov's facts but not to his "style." The reader is
not sure that the editors have cleared up all the
mysteries surrounding Tarakanov 's identity. And
one does not know how faithful the recorder of the
Indian account was to the original. Lastly, it is not
proved that the disaster of the St. Nicholas was responsible for shifting Russian interests thereafter
from Oregon to Fort Ross in California.
Gordon B. Dodds

A professor of history at Portland State University,
Gordon B. Dodds is the author of The American
Northwest: A History of Oregon and Washington,
1986. He has also written extensively on the American environment.

MORMONISM: THE STORY OF A NEW RELIGIOUS TRADITION. By Jan Shipps. (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press, /985. xviii
+ 205 pp ., illus ., notes, index. $14.50)

Writers as diverse as Wallace Stegner and Sidney
Ahlstrom have noted that fundamental problems of
communications complicate study of the Mormon
people. As Shipps puts it, "Early Mormonism has
proved to be almost impervious to objective study"
(p. 56). In the main, the Mormon story has been
told as a "linear" or chronological statement. In
the nineteenth century it was often couched as apology or attack, and even after 1900, when it was
incorporated into the great adventure of westering
America, it remained primarily a linear account,
long on descriptions of Mormon founding, persecution, exodus, settlement, and accommodation,
but short on analysis and new insights . Even the
"new Mormon history" of recent years has often
seemed trapped in linear history.
Happily, Shipps breaks with this pattern. Employing both historical and religious/cultural techniques she offers a study that begins to bridge the
gap of Mormon communications. She argues that
Mormonism has become a distinct religious tradition in its own right. Long a friend and student of
the Mormons, she accepts many of their points of
view and uses much of their historiography, but
applies an analytical framework that draws from
religious studies, comparative analysis, and literary criticism as well as history. While her treatment
is in general chronological, she "teases" insight
from "the data" by selective presentation. First she
discusses the processes by which the Book of Mormon was "transmuted into a supernatural reality"
(p. 29). Next she explains how by replicating the
sacred history of both the Hebrews and early Chris-

tians the Mormon experience "itself took on a sacred character." Third, she describes how tensions
between moderate reform and radical restoration
elements in early Mormondom complicated succession after Joseph Smith's assassination and led ultimately to a split between what may be called
Midwest reformers and Salt Lake City restorationists. And finally, she shows the process by which
Mormons withdrew from the larger society, lived
for a time "outside the constraints of ordinary
time" and place, and, as the distinguishing boundaries of pioneer Mormonisn were stripped from
them, relinquished their "millenarian/millennial
character" without yielding up their perception of
themselves as "the body of God's chosen people
who continued to live at the edge of history" (pp.
xv, 147). She concludes that in view of its "Hebraic-Christianness," Mormonism is a form of
"corporate Christianity" that clearly qualifies as a
new religious tradition.
Shipps' book is a pioneering work. It is complex
and closely tied to ancient times as well as recent
events and analysis of values, traditions, and inner
meanings. It is complicated reading, some of which
may not be understood, but the larger argument is
clear and successful. It not only opens the way for
fuller communication of the "interior history" of
the Mormon experience, but as the story of the
emergence of a "new religious tradition," it becomes a factor itself in the ongoing process by
which a religious tradition is established.
Charles S. Peterson

Charles S. Peterson is the author of"Take Up Your
Mission": Mormon Colonizing Along the Little
Colorado. He is a member of the Department of
History and Geography at Utah State University.
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BOOK OF CALIFORNIA WINE. Edited by
Doris Muscatine, Maynard A. Amerine and Bob
Thompson . (Berkeley, CA : University of California
Press - So the by Publications, 1985 . xxxviii + 615
pp ., illus ., appendixes, glossary, biblio., notes, index . $65)

The Book of California Wine is a collection of
fifty-three essays , authored by forty-four well- and
not-so-well -known lum inaries of Golden State
vino . To its credit there is a section detailing the
legitimacy of each author. Because of the structure
of the work one would expect to find some overlap
of subject matter but the editors have kept this to a
min imum.
The quality of individual articles ranges from
boring (for example , eight pages on the early days
of wine in southern California) to quite engaging
and mood capturing, as in the section on understanding a California wine label, authored by Doris
Muscatine . Ms. Muscatine in two pages recites in
reasonable detail the federal government's label requirements - the requirements ate a drag - but
in the remainder relates an example of how absurd
some Prohibition dinosaur regulations are . This refreshing rem inder comes complete with actual letters, expletives not deleted, and photographs of the
stages of evolution for this all-time harmless labeL
Historical aspects of California wine are given a
disproport ionate share of space in this volume.
Some eighty-five pages are formally devoted to history. Significant parts of other essays begin with
historical discussions before evolving into the main
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thesis. For the most part, the historical sections are
not written engagingly enough to give a feel for
each period. Therefore, with few exceptions the
historical writing represented here could easily be
appreciated simply by reviewing the table of contents for background and then moving on to wine
production and consumption-related topics .
The articles directed at surveying and summarizing various wine types and production methods
are more interesting. After reading one of these
sections one comes away with at least a feel for the
subject. The amount of information gained , however, is dependent on at least some preceding
knowledge of the materiaL Thus this volume is not
a prim(!r in any one of its many topics.
Perhaps the book 's strongest feature is the index.
There are twenty-seven pages in triple-columns to
facilitate quick reference. While the index is comprehensive, its essay style requires a lot of reading
to get the information sought.
The basic point about this collection of essays is
that it is not a primer, encyclopedia or reference
work. Its major benefit is that it gives some feel for
the wine industry. If, however, one is looking for
an engrossingly interesting book to read curled up
by the fire, this is not it. Besides it weighs too much
for real comfort.
George Herron

George Herron is wine columnist for the Stockton
Record, Stockton, California .

Pacific Bookshelf
Harlan Hague

ENVIRONMENT AND RESOURCES
The Mississippi River serves many purposes: industrial power, recreation, meditation, navigation, commercial fishing, sewer. In Great River: An
Environmental History of the Upper Mississippi, 18901950 (University of Missouri Press , Columbia, MO.
1985, 228 pp., $24 cloth) , Philip V. Scarpino traces the
evolving relationships between the river, from Minneapolis and Sf Paul to St. Louis, and the people who live
along its shores . The latest volume in the American Wilderness Series, which already includes books on John
Muir, Henry David Thoreau and John C. Van Dyke, is
Theodore Roosevelt: Wilderness Writings, edited by Paul
Schullery (Gibbs M. Smith, Inc ./Peregrine Smith
Books , Salt Lake City, UT. 1986, 292 pp., $5 .99 paper).
Wilderness Above the Sound: The Story ofMount Rainier National Park, by Arthur D. Martinson, foreword by
Alfred Runte (Northland Press , Flagstaff, AZ. 1986, 90
pp., $11.95 paper), should appeal to naturalists, preservationists, hikers and historians. An epilogue discusses the continuing economic pressures to develop the

park's resources and the threat posed by pollution . Halka
Chronic, in Pages of Stones: Geology of Western National
Parks and Monuments, Vol. 2 (The Mountaineers, Seattle, WA. 1986, 240 pp ., $9 .95 paper), has written a
useful , non-technical geologic guide to ten parks and
seven monuments in the region covered . The series includes guides for the Rocky Mountains and western
Great Plains, the desert Southwest, and the Grand Canyon and plateau country.
The boom-and-bust history of mining in the Red River
country northeast of Taos is the subject of The Red RiverTwining Area: A New Mexico Mining Story, by Jim Berry
Pearson (University of New Mexico Press, Albuquerque,
NM . 1986, 224 pp ., $9 .95 paper). The management of
Arizona's critical water resources is interpreted visually
in Central Arizona Project Photographic Survey, a publication of the Center for Creative Photography (University of Arizona Press, Tucson , AZ. 1986,48 pp. , $9.95
paper).

PACIFIC SLOPE
The contrast between middle-class English mores and
those of Canadian pioneer society in southeastern British
Columbia in the early twentieth century is striking in
Letters from Wildermere, 1912-1914, edited by R . Cole
Harris and Elizabeth Phillips (University of British Columbia Press, Vancouver, B .C. 1984 , 265 pp . , $24
cloth). Passage From Sail to Steam (Vancouver Maritime
Museum and Documentary Book Publishers Corporation , Bellevue, WA . 1986, 269 pp ., no price), edited by
M.S. Kline, is Captain L. R . W . Beavis 's recollections
of the nineteenth-century Pacific clipper trade and his
later service with the West Vancouver ferries.
Jason Lee: Prophet of the New Oregon, by Cornelius
J. Brosnan (Abingdon Press, Nashville, TN . 1985 , 372
pp., $12 paper), is a slightly-revised reissue of the 1932
publication about this Methodist missionary-cum-imperialist in the Oregon country. Land-boosting was a

popular pastime in the American West. In Flanigan :
Anatomy of a Railroad Ghost Town (Lahontan Images,
Susanville , CA. 1985 , 121 pp ., $8 .25 paper) , Eric
Moody recounts the prospects for a twentieth-century
railroad town northwest of Nevada's Pyramid Lake that
was touted as the state 's new metropolis. Flanigan ,
blessed with intersecting railroads, did not survive. On
the other hand , Stockton, located in California's central
valley, an unlikely site for a port, thrived. Harbor of the
Heartlands: A History of the Inland Seaport of Stockton,
California, From the Gold Rush to 1985 , by Nicholas P.
Hardeman (Holt-Atherton Center for Western Studies ,
Stockton, CA. 1986, 275 pp ., $59.95 cloth), chronicles
the origins and development of this deepwater port. The
book is attractively illustrated with water colors and photographs, many in full color.
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ARIZONA AND NEW MEXICO
In Emil Haury's Prehistory of the American Southwest
(University of Arizona Press , Tucson , AZ. 1986, 518
pp. , $45 cloth), J. Jefferson Reid and David E. Doyel
have collected most of the important writings of this
leading archaeologist of the Southwest. In Old Arizona:
True Tales of the Wild Frontier , by Mashall Trimble
(Golden West Publishers, Phoenix , AZ. 1985 , 160 pp. ,
$6 paper) , is an anthology of unconnected articles , many
published previously in Arizona periodicals. Carl H.
Gellenthien, respected New Mexico physician , is the
subject of Hovels, Haciendas , and House Calls, by Dor-

othy Simpson Beimer (Sunstone Press, Santa Fe, NM.
1986, 309 pp. , $16.95 paper) .
W. Herbert Dunton 's illustrations for popular magazines and western novels are probably more familiar than
his name. Julie Schimmel tells the story of this gifted
illustrator and co-founder of the famed Taos Society of
Artists in The Art and Life ofW. Herbert Dunton , 18781936 (University of Texas Press, Austin , TX. 1984, 268
pp ., $24 .95 cloth) . The book is a catalog of a major
exhibition in 1984 of Dunton's works at the Stark Museum of Art , Orange , Texas .

TEXAS
Benton R. White rescues pioneer Texas cattleman,
Fountain Goodlet Oxsheer, from the dustbins of history
in The Forgo/len Callie King (Texas A&M University
Press, College Station , TX. 1986, 156 pp. , $14 .95
cloth) . In the same fashion , Ann Ruff recounts the important exploits of little known Texans in Unsung Heroes
ofTexas : Stories of Courage and Honor From Texas History and Legend (Long Star Books , Houston, TX. 1985 ,
136 pp ., $9.95 paper).

Land, Oil and Education , by Berte R. Haigh (Texas
Western Press , The University of Texas at El Paso , El
Paso , TX. 1986, 357 pp ., $36 cloth) tells the story of
the University of Texas oil lands , the income from which
makes the university one of the best endowed educational
systems in the nation. It is a story sure to make educators
in other systems positively green .

MEXICAN AMERICANS
A collection of scholarly papers in Mexican Immigrants and Mexican Americans: An Evolving Relation,
edited by Harley L. Browning and Rodolfo 0. De La
Garza (Center for Mexican American Studies, The University of Texas at Austin, TX. 1986 256 pp. , no price),
explores the relationship between those of Mexican origin who were born in the United States and Mexican94
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born legal and illegal immigrants. The focus is sociological, but there is much good history here as well. The
same can be said for Chicana Voices: Intersections of
Class , Race, and Gender, edited by Teresa Cordova and
others (Center for Mexican American Studies , The University of Texas at Austin , Austin , TX . 1986, 234 pp .,
no price) .

INDIANS
The Great Father: The United States Government and
the American Indians (University of Nebraska Press,
Lincoln , NE . 1986,438 pp ., $9.95 paper) is Francis Paul
Prucha's abridgment of his prize-winning two-volume
history of the same title published in 1984. The abridged
version follows the structure of the two-volume edition,
but eliminates footnotes and some detail.
The Indian agent who administered the "civilization
program" among the Five Civilized Tribes during the
formative years of United States government Indian policy is the subject of The Southern Indians and Benjamin
Hawkins, 1796-1816, by Florette Henri (University of
Oklahoma Press, Norman, OK . 1986, 392 pp., $24.95
cloth) .
A Papago Traveler: The Memo ries ofJames McCarthy,
by James McCarthy, edited by Jol:ln G . Westover (University of Arizona Press , Tucson, AZ. 1985, 224 pp.,
$11.95 paper), is believed to be the first book-length

autobiography of a Papago man. Author Muriel Thayer
Painter has made a sensitive study of the ceremonial beliefs of Arizona's Yaqui Indians in With Good Heart:
Yaqui Beliefs and Ceremonies in Pascua Village (University of Arizona Press, Tucson , AZ. 1986, 569 pp. ,
$35 cloth) , with an introduction by Edward H. Spicer.
A Guide to the Indian Tribes of the Pacific Northwest ,
by Robert H. Ruby and John A. Brown (University of
Oklahoma Press, Norman , OK. 1986, 310 pp. , $29.95
cloth), is a comprehensive , encyclopedic reference work
on the history and present conditions of northwestern
Indians. With Pen and Pencil on the Frontier in 1851:
The Diary and Sketches ofFrank Blackwell Mayer, edited
by Bertha L. Heilbron (Minnesota Historical Society
Press, St Paul, MN. 1986, 263 pp., $9.95 paper), previously issued in parts in 1932 arid 1941, includes a segment of Mayer's diary that was discovered after the book
was first published.

THE OLD WEST
Firearms of the American West, volume II, 1866-1894,
by Louis A. Garavaglia and Charles G. Worman (University of New Mexico Press, Albuquerque, NM. 1985,
423 pp., $40 cloth), is thoroughly-researched, with excellent carefully-chosen illustrations.
The sundry uses of firearms is an essential part of
Gunfighters, Highwaymen & Vigilantes: Violence on the
Frontier, by Roger D. McGrath (University of California
Press, Berkeley, CA. 1984, 308 pp. , $16.95). The author
bases his conclusions on a study of the mining towns of
Aurora, Nevada and Bodie, California. Other locations

made famous by their association with bad men are
listed, and exploits of the outlaws described , in Richard
Patterson's, Historical Atlas of the Outlaw West (Johnson
Books, Boulder, CO. 1985 , 238 pp. , $14 .95 paper).
The Thirst Parlors and Road Ranches were popular
with both outlaws and the law-abiding. Saloons of the
Old West, by Richard Erdoes (Howe Brothers, Salt Lake
City, UT. 1985, 277 pp. , $14.95 paper), a new issue of
a previously published volume, discusses the place of the
saloon in frontier society. It is generously sprinkled with
anedotes and illustrations.
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SOURCES
A useful guide to accounts written from 1540 through
the 1960s about travel in what is now the United States
is Travels in America, From the Voyages of Discovery to
the Present: An Annotated Bibliography of Travel Articles in Periodicals , 1955-1980 , by Garold L. Cole (University of Oklahoma Press, Norman , OK . 1984,310 pp .,
$48.50 cloth). Biographical Directory of American Territorial Governors, by Thomas A . McMullin and David
Walker (Meckler Publishing, Westport, CT. 1984, 374
pp. , $75 cloth) , includes a brief listing of the sources
consulted for each of the biographical sketches. Refer-
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ences to writings on Hawaii , its people, and its natural
surroundings are collected in The Hawaiians: An Annotated Bibliography (University of Hawaii Press , Honolulu, HI. 1985 395 pp., $24 paper) .
The rich literature of Texas was the subject of a conference held at the University of Texas at Austin in 1983.
The Texas Literary Tradition: Fiction, Folklore, History,
edited by Don Graham, James W. Lee, and William T.
Pilkington (The University of Texas at Austin , Austin ,
TX . 1983 , 243 pp., no price), is a collection of and
comment on papers read at the conference .

Announcements
The Missouri Valley History Conference will
hold its 30th annual conference in Omaha, Nebraska, March 12-14, 1987. Those interested in
presenting papers should send proposals by November I, 1986, to Professor Michael L. Tate, University of Nebraska, Omaha 68182.
The Forest History Society announces the Frederick K. Weyerhauser Forest History Fellowship.
The Society, affiliated with Duke University, will
award $10,000 each year to a graduate student at
Duke. For information, contact Harold K. Steen,
701 Vickers Ave., Durham, NC 27701.
The "Spain and America in the Quincentennial
of the Discovery" Prize has been established by the
Spanish Ministry of Culture . Each year through
1992 a prize will be awarded to a work which focuses on the activities of Spain in the New World.
For information, write to the Cultural Office of the
Embassy of Spain , 4200 Wisconsin Ave. , N. W.,
Suite 520, Washington, D. C. 20016.

